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Introduction 
 

This handbook will assist educators in implementing the Alabama Student Assessment Program. Responsibilities 
of the Superintendent, System Test Coordinator (STC), System Special Education Coordinator, System 504 
Coordinator, System English as Second Language (ESL) Coordinator, System Technology Coordinator, 
Principal, Building Test Coordinator (BTC), Test Accommodations Coordinator (TAC), Test Administrator (TA), 
Proctor, Reader, Scribe, Sign Language Interpreter, Native Language Interpreter, and Monitors are detailed so 
that each of these roles will be understood with clarity. Guidelines outlined in this handbook should be adhered to 
in order to ensure validity of the assessment results. 
 
Please read this handbook in its entirety in order to become familiar with the Alabama Student 
Assessment Program. Prior to the administration of each assessment, review this handbook and 
any materials obtained from the Office of Evaluation and Innovation, Student Assessment 
Section, related to each specific assessment, with educators and administrators who will 
participate in testing. 
 
Questions about the overall assessment program or specific instructions should be addressed through the Office of 
Evaluation and Innovation, Student Assessment Section, at the Alabama State Department of Education (ALSDE) 
by telephone at (334) 242-8038 or by fax at (334) 242-7341. 

 

Participation in the Alabama Student Assessment 
Program 

As stated in Chapter 290-040-020 of the Alabama State Board of Education State Department of Education 
Administrative Code, the policy of the Alabama State Board of Education is to have a unified, coordinated state 
testing program. Alabama’s Student Assessment Program is a system of assessments that measures the knowledge 
and abilities of students in Alabama’s public schools for the following purposes:  

• to provide information to educators and parents regarding the educational strengths and 
weaknesses of individual students;  

• to provide information to assist local and state educational personnel in reviewing and planning 
for instructional and curricular improvements;  and  

• to provide information to local and state educational personnel, policy makers, and the general 
public regarding the educational performance of Alabama’s students.  

A L L  students attending public school must be provided the opportunity to participate in the Alabama 
Student Assessment Program.  The U.S. Department of Education requires that each school, school system, 
and group (students in the aggregate and each subgroup) have at least a 95% participation rate on assessments. 
This participation rate is calculated separately for reading, mathematics, and science in each tested grade level. 
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Alabama Student Assessment Program Decision Chart 
Below is a chart to help clarify the general progression of students through the state assessments. This chart, which is 
offered as a general guide, may not address all situations. If you have questions concerning special situations, please 
contact Student Assessment at (334) 242-8038. 

 
Grade 3-8 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 

 
Scantron 

Reading and Mathematics 
 

AND 
 

Scantron 
Science 

(Grades 5 and 7) 
Required 

 
Pre-ACT 

 
Reading 

 Mathematics 
 English 
Writing  
 Science 

 
ACT with Writing  

 
Reading 

 Mathematics 
 English 
 Writing  
Science 

 
ACT WorkKeys  

 
Graphic Literacy 

Workplace Documents  
Applied Math 

 
OR 

 Evidence Collected or 
Locally Created 

Assessment 

Evidence Collected or 
Locally Created 

Assessment 
 

Alabama Alternate Assessment 
Reading and Mathematics 

 
AND 

 
Alabama Alternate Assessment 

Science 
(Grades 5 and 7) 

Required 
 

Evidence must be collected or 
a locally created assessment 

must be administered for any 
optional subjects being 

assessed. 

 
Alabama Alternate 

Assessment 
 

Reading 
 Mathematics  

Science 

 
Alabama Alternate 

Assessment for  
 

Reading 
 Mathematics 

English 
 Writing 
 Science 

 
Alabama Alternate 

Assessment for  
 

Graphic Literacy 
Workplace Documents 

and Applied Math 

 

In order to meet federal and state guidelines, teachers will need to provide a locally created alternate 
assessment for any test administered in the Local Education Agency (LEA) for which there is not a formal 

alternate assessment. 
 

• The teacher may collect evidence for each extended standard in the specific subject area. 
There must be at least one piece of evidence per extended standard. 

OR 
• The teacher may create a test to assess each extended standard in the specific subject 

                                           area. 
At this time, there will not be a requirement for the minimum number of questions per test. 

The teacher must select one of the above options to be conducted during the testing window. 
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Determining Who Should Test 

Only those students ENROLLED IN THE GRADE LEVEL FOR WHICH A TEST IS INTENDED 
may test. Off-Grade testing is not allowed. It does not matter to what cohort the student belongs. 
For example, if a school is administering the Grade 12 ACT WorkKeys, ONLY the students who are enrolled 
in Grade 12 in INOW at the time that the test is administered will test—NO EXCEPTIONS.  

Schools cannot test students with the ACT WorkKeys who are repeating Grade 11 and should be in Grade 
12. Schools cannot test students with the ACT WorkKeys who are taking Grade 12 classes but who are 
enrolled in attendance in another grade. By the same token, ACT with Writing may be administered to 
ONLY those students who are enrolled in Grade 11 in INOW at the time of testing. 

English Learner students identified as EL-1, EL-2, or Waived Services will participate in ACCESS for ELLs 
2.0 or Alternate ACCESS for ELLs.  English Learner students, in their first 12 months of enrollment in a U.S. 
school, are offered flexibility on state academic content assessments in Reading /Language Arts for one 
administration.  Participation on ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 or Alternate ACCESS for ELLs satisfies this 
reading requirement.  However, these students must participate in the mathematics and science 
assessments, but their scores will not be included in proficiency calculations.   

 

 
Professional Test Administration Practices for Standardized Assessments 

All state assessments require a standardized process of test administration in order for test results 
to yield fair and accurate results.  The following are professional test administration practices that school 
personnel must follow. 

 
1. Provide training to testing personnel in appropriate test security, test preparation, accommodations and 

test administration procedures.  
2. Testing personnel should understand and adhere to the responsibilities found in this manual and each Test 

Administrator Manual prior to testing.  
3. Begin all standardized test administration procedures explicitly according to the Test Administrator 

Manual. 
4. Read oral instructions exactly as they are written to the students as required by the appropriate Test 

Administrator Manual. 
5. Monitor student behavior closely for adherence to proper test-taking practices.  Ensure there are no 

distractions during the test administration period, including talking, noises, other distractions between 
students, or viewing of another student’s computer screen or answer document. 

6. Ensure that only those accessibility and accommodation supports provided are those that are allowed for 
each assessment.  

7. Adhere to time limits according to each Test Administrator Manual. 
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LEA Role Descriptions and Responsibilities 
 

This section delineates t h e  responsibilities of Local Education Agency (LEA) personnel who play major 
roles in the administration of statewide assessments. The ALSDE considers the LEA responsibilities with 
respect to the Alabama Student Assessment Program as follows: 

 
1. Superintendents, working through their STCs, have the responsibility of ensuring that the 

administration of statewide assessments conforms to proper procedures and standardized testing 
conditions. Ultimate responsibility for test security in the LEA rests with the local 
Superintendent. 

2. STCs serve as liaisons between LEAs and the ALSDE for all Alabama Student Assessment Program 
activities. STCs should be knowledgeable of all aspects of the administration procedure and keep 
Superintendents informed of all issues relating to the Alabama Student Assessment Program.  
STCs must be certificated employees. 

3. System Special Education Coordinators work with STCs and Principals in implementing all 
procedures associated with the Alabama Student Assessment Program that concern the testing of 
students with disabilities who are receiving special education services. 

4. System 504 Coordinators work with STCs and Principals in implementing all procedures 
associated with the Alabama Student Assessment Program that concern the testing of students with 
disabilities who are receiving 504 services. 

5. ESL Coordinators work with STCs and Principals in implementing all procedures associated 
with the Alabama Student Assessment Program that concern the testing of students who are receiving 
services as English Learner (EL) students. 

6. Principals are responsible for all Alabama Student Assessment Program activities in their schools. 
Principals must work with STCs, System Special Education Coordinators, System 504 
Coordinators, System ESL Coordinators, and BTCs in implementing all procedures 
concerning the administration of any and all statewide assessments. Responsibility for test 
security in the school rests with the Principal. 

7. BTCs receive instructions from Principals and STCs and assist the Principals in organizing 
Alabama Student Assessment Program activities within their schools. BTCs must be certificated 
employees. 

8. Technology Coordinators working with the STC and the BTC have the responsibility of installing 
and maintaining the hardware and software necessary for the administration of online assessments. 
Technology Coordinators will ensure that the required technology is working properly prior to and 
during the administration of an assessment.  

9. TAs and Proctors receive instructions from the STC/BTC on their specific roles in administering 
statewide assessments. TAs must be Alabama certificated employees. Proctors may be full-
time or part-time employees contracted through an outside agency, but they must be directly involved 
with the education of students. (Please note that with some assessments, TAs are referred to as Room 
Supervisors.  For this handbook, we will use the term TAs.) 

10. Readers, Sign Language Interpreters, Native Language Interpreters, and Scribes receive 
instructions from t h e  STCs/BTCs on their specific roles in administering statewide assessments. 
Readers, Sign Language Interpreters, and Scribes must be licensed and/or certificated 
employees. Native Language Interpreters should preferably be employees involved with the 
education of students. 

11. System Special Education Coordinators working with STCs have the responsibility of ensuring 
that anyone who provides interpreting or transliterating services for hire shall be licensed by the 
Alabama Licensure Board for Interpreters and Transliterators. Documentation of the license held by 
the staff member who provides sign language, interpreting, translation, and/or transliteration services 
to students must be kept on file (Alabama Licensure Law, Section 34-16-1) with the STC. 

12. Monitors receive instructions from STCs on their roles in monitoring the administration of 
statewide assessments. 
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Superintendent Responsibilities 
 

The Superintendent’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as 
follows: 

1. The Superintendent has overall responsibility for all Alabama Student Assessment Program activities 
within the LEA. 

2. Ensures that ALL students attending public schools in the system are included in the Alabama Student 
Assessment Program. Home-school and private school students do not participate in the Alabama 
Student Assessment Program. 

3. Informs local board members, parents, and other appropriate citizens of state and local requirements 
pertaining to the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 

4. Notifies the ALSDE of the appointment of the STC. 
5. Designates an acting STC if the appointed STC is out of the LEA during testing, and notifies the 

ALSDE immediately. The acting STC must be trained by the ALSDE. 
6. Maintains continuous contact with the STC to be informed of all Alabama Student Assessment Program 

activities. 
7. Ensures that only the Superintendent and the STC have keys to the secure storage area for the school 

system.  Any exceptions must be approved by the ALSDE. 
8. Ensures that only the Principal and BTC have keys to the secure storage area in each school.  Any 

exceptions must be approved by the ALSDE. 
9. Ensures that only authorized persons have the password/user codes to access secure student data from 

the Web Site for the school system and each school. Any exception must be approved by the 
ALSDE. 

10. Ensures that the STC and other appropriate local personnel attend ALSDE trainings concerning the 
Alabama Student Assessment Program.  In the event of an emergency, the Superintendent will 
designate an alternate to attend the training. 

11. Ensures that personnel are familiar with information provided in the current Alabama Student 
Assessment Program Integrity Handbook for Test Administration. 

12. Ensures that each testing site adequately meets standardized conditions:  
• bells, intercoms, and public address systems are turned off during testing; 
• test rooms are suitable and able to accommodate the number of students testing; 
• writing surfaces are suitable and large enough to accommodate test materials; 
• test rooms have adequate lighting, temperature, and ventilation; 
• test rooms are free of visible materials related to potential test questions; 
• test rooms are free from distractions (changing classes, grass cutting, etc.); and 
• restroom facilities can accommodate the number of students within the break time. 

13. Ensures that computers and other devices meet all of the minimum system requirements and pass all 
site readiness checkpoints. 

14. Ensures that all personnel maintain strict test security before, during, and after testing 
sessions. 

15. Has ultimate responsibility for any compromise of test document integrity that may have statewide 
impact as well as any local breech of testing protocols that may result in invalidation of a test 
administration and disciplinary actions for students and/or personnel. 

16. Ensures that the System Test Security Plan is completed, up-to-date, signed, and submitted to the 
ALSDE on the date requested. 

17. Ensures that all personnel involved with the Alabama Student Assessment Program have read and 
signed the Test Security Policy, Alabama Ethics in Test Administration, Security and Confidentiality 
Statement for the Administering and Reporting of Student Data on the Web Site, and the Alabama 
State Department of Education Policy Use of Digital Device During the Administration of a Secure 
Test. 

18. Ensures that Individualized Education Programs (IEP), Individualized English Language Plans  
(I-ELP), and/or 504 Plans clearly specify any approved accessibility and accommodation supports 
available to students participating in the administration of standardized state assessments. 

19. Ensures that students with an IEP, I-ELP, and/or 504 Plan receive the appropriate accessibility and 
accommodation supports as indicated in each individual plan. 

20. Ensures the immediate reporting of major testing irregularities to the ALSDE and works with the 
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System Test Coordinator and Principals regarding such irregularities. 
21. Supervises Principals to ensure that they fulfill their specific responsibilities for the administration of 

the Alabama Student Assessment Program, including test security, training of school personnel, and 
documentation of testing irregularities. 

22. Monitors Alabama Student Assessment Program activities in the local school system to ensure 
compliance with regulations established by the state and local boards of education. 

23. Ensures that test results are distributed to appropriate personnel in a timely manner and informs 
the public of test results. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System:           Superintendent:      

Trained By:           Date Trained:    ______  
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System Test Coordinator Responsibilities 
 

The STCs responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as follows: 

1. Serves as the liaison between the LEA and the ALSDE. 
2. Coordinates all Alabama Student Assessment Program activities within the LEA. 
3. Ensures the secure storage in each school, as well as the central office, meets the guidelines defined in the 

Guidelines for Secure Storage, located in this handbook. 
4. Works with the Principal and BTC of each school to ensure the School Test Security Plan is written and 

submitted to the STC for approval and review each year.  
5. Maintains strict test security before, during, and after testing sessions. 
6. Ensures that testing materials have not been accessed by unauthorized personnel. 
7. Maintains inventory of secure testing materials. 
8. Ensures all materials are accounted for whenever materials change hands. 
9. Ensures that computers and devices meet all of the minimum system requirements and pass all site 

readiness checkpoints 
10. Attends ALSDE trainings related to the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
11. Works with the Superintendent to ensure that only the Superintendent and the System Test Coordinator 

have keys to the secure storage area for the school system. Any exceptions must be approved by 
the ALSDE. 

12. Works with the Superintendent to ensure that persons with access to the secure storage area must be 
under the direct supervision of the System Test Coordinator. Any exceptions must be approved 
by the ALSDE. 

13. Works with the Superintendent to ensure that only authorized persons have the password/user codes 
to access secure student data from the Web Site for the school system. Any exception must be 
approved by the ALSDE. 

14. Works with the Superintendent to ensure that only the Principal and the BTC have keys to the secure 
storage area in each school. Any exceptions must be approved by the ALSDE. 

15. Works closely with BTC and Test Accommodations Coordinator (TAC) to provide needed information 
and to coordinate procedures and schedules. 

16. Works with the Technology Coordinator to ensure attendance at required technology trainings 
(webinars, online training, etc.) and that all schools are technology ready for online test administrations 
(software is updated and installed).  

17. Works with the System Special Education Coordinator, the System 504 Coordinator, the System ESL 
Coordinator, the BTC, and Principals to ensure that IEPs, I-ELPs, and/or 504 Plans clearly specify 
any approved accessibility and accommodation supports available to students participating in the 
administration of standardized state assessments. 

18. Works with the System Special Education Coordinator, the System 504 Coordinator, the System ESL 
Coordinator, the BTC, and Principals to ensure that students with an IEP, I-ELP, and/or 504 Plan 
receive the appropriate accessibility and accommodation supports as indicated in each individual plan. 

19. Submits to the ALSDE or ACT, where applicable, a request for any special accommodations. 
20. Follows the guidelines for testing students in Specialized Treatment Centers (if applicable). 
21. Conducts training for the Superintendent, BTCs, TACs, System Special Education Coordinator, 

System 504 Coordinator, System ESL Coordinator, and Monitors, to ensure a clear understanding of 
the information provided in the current Alabama Student Assessment Program Test Integrity 
Handbook, published by the ALSDE.  

22. Conducts or supervises building-level training sessions for Principals, TAC, TAs, Proctors, Readers, 
Scribes, Sign Language Interpreters, and Native Language Interpreters to ensure a clear 
understanding of the information provided in the current Alabama  Student Assessment Program 
Integrity Handbook for Test Administration, published by the ALSDE. 
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23. Works with Principals and BTCs to ensure that each testing location is suitable. Ensures that each 
testing site adequately meets standardized conditions:  

• bells, intercoms, and public address systems are turned off during testing; 
• test rooms are suitable and able to accommodate the number of students testing;  
• writing surfaces are suitable and large enough to accommodate test materials; 
• test rooms have adequate lighting, temperature, and ventilation; 
• test rooms are free of visible materials related to potential test questions; 
• test rooms are free from distractions (changing classes, grass cutting, etc.); 
• seating for computer-based testing allows for adequate distance between students as 

indicated in the individual test administrator manuals; and 
• restroom facilities can accommodate the number of students within the break time. 

24. Coordinates assessment schedules, procedures, and monitoring visits. 
25. Ensures the guidelines for make-up testing and homebound testing are followed and works with the BTC 

to determine the number of make-up materials to be ordered. 
26. Receives and accounts for all testing materials in the LEA. 
27. Assigns and distributes testing materials to each BTC and completes and signs the appropriate system-

level distribution and collection form to account for materials distributed and collected. 
28. Reports all major testing irregularities to the Superintendent and the ALSDE immediately. 
29. Packages and returns used answer documents to the appropriate scoring center. 
30. Keeps on file and uploads documentation of training activities and required signed documentation, to 

the Caveon portal. 
31. Remains accessible to all system personnel during testing days to answer questions and address 

emergencies. 
32. Distributes test results in a timely manner to appropriate personnel within the LEA. 
33. Provides technical assistance regarding the Alabama Student Assessment Program to school personnel, 

including test interpretation and utilization. 
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System Test Coordinator Checklist 
 
The following list provides information on basic tasks that are required before, during, and after an assessment 
session. The items listed are for all assessments. Be sure to read specific directions provided for individual 
tests for additional tasks that may be necessary. If you have any questions about test administration procedures, 
please contact Student Assessment at (334) 242-8038. 

 
Before Test Administration 

� Ensure that only the Principal and the BTC have keys to the secure storage.  
� Inventory all assessment materials immediately upon receipt by verifying the quantity and sequential 

numbers of all booklets received. Reports to the ALSDE any missing materials. The customer service 
department for each test vendor must be contacted if materials do not match the shipping/packing list 
for each assessment. 

� Ensure secure storage of all testing materials in a central location in the system. 
� Ensure that the following pre-test procedures are followed at each test site: 

• rosters are created in order to prepare seating charts for each testing room, 
materials are prepared and organized to ensure each room received the appropriate roster, 

• Test Administrator Manual, test booklets, and answer documents (if applicable) have been 
provided to each test site, and; 

• rooms are set up as required for standardized testing. 
� Save the boxes in which materials were delivered, if applicable. 
� Ensure test security before, during, and after testing sessions. 
� Conduct training activities which consist of the following: 

• testing dates; 
• review of the Test Administrator Manuals and other applicable manuals; 
• the need to adhere to time limits (if applicable) and to be thoroughly familiar with all 

instructions; 
• review of pages from this handbook as applicable; 
• adherence to the Guidelines for Training of LEA Personnel, found in this handbook; 
• the need to adhere to professional ethics (see Alabama Educator Code of Ethics, Appendix H) and 

test security procedures (see Test Security Policy, Appendix J); 
• non-use of digital devices during testing (Digital Device Policy, Appendix L); 
• complete LEA Report of Training (Appendix C) for each assessment; and 
• ensure that any materials developed are accurate and consistent with ALSDE materials. 

� Communicate with the Technology Coordinator to ensure the required readiness checks are performed, 
the most current applications are installed on all testing computers, and a communication plan is 
developed in the event of technical issues.  

� Work with the BTC to ensure that students are entered into test sessions, if applicable. 
� Distribute, counts, and assigns materials to all BTCs or TACs individually.  Use the appropriate 

system-level distribution and collection forms.   Distribution procedures include the following: 
• package sufficient materials for each school and label boxes with the appropriate school names 

if materials are not packaged by the vendor; 
• instruct BTCs to save boxes, where appropriate, in order to return materials to STC;  and 
• distribute materials and provide instructions for the return of materials to STC. 

� Confirm that each school has a plan that guarantees students do not enter the testing room with anything 
other than a #2 pencil and/or approved calculator (if allowed).  This includes a digital device collection 
plan. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                      System Test Coordinator Checklist, page 1                                                                                                                                                                                                           
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During Test Administration 

� Ensure secure storage of testing materials in a central location in the schools.  (Note: Some tests may 
be kept in the school’s secure storage the night before the test, if approval is granted.) 

� Ensure testing rooms are well-lit, well-ventilated, free from crowding, and quiet. 
� Ensure that school personnel involved in the administration of state testing do not use digital devices 

(including but not limited to cell phones, smart watches, iPods, MP3 players, cameras, or ANY 
telecommunication device capable of capturing or relaying information) in any test session. 

� Ensure implementation of the ALSDE digital device policy for students and school personnel during 
testing.  

� Coordinate monitoring of test administration procedures in buildings and classrooms. 
� Answer questions, account for all test materials, is informed of irregularities in testing procedures, and 

report all major test security violations immediately to ALSDE and vendors (if appropriate). 
 
After Test Administration 

� Received materials from each school, verifying that booklets sent to schools were returned to STC. (See 
individual handbooks for specific system-level distribution and collection forms.) 

� Ensured secure storage of testing materials in a central location in the system. 
� Separated used answer documents from the non-scannable materials (test booklets, Test Administrator 

manuals, scratch paper, etc.). 
� Made sure a header sheet had been completed, if appropriate, for each group. ( See individual handbooks 

or manuals for the specific assessment). Placed the completed header sheet on top of its corresponding 
used answer documents. 

� Completed the system-level documentation required for the assessment, as used answer documents were 
placed with completed header sheets into the boxes or envelopes. (See materials list in the individual 
handbooks for the specific assessment.) 

� Packaged answer documents according to directions for specific assessments. 
� Numbered boxes/envelopes consecutively (if required), “Box 1 of , Box 2 of ,” etc. Sealed the 

boxes/envelopes and affixed a return address label to each box.  (See individual handbooks for samples.) 
� Notified the designated carrier/vendor, if applicable. 
� Retained a copy of the shipping information. 
� Returned test booklets and Test Administrator Manuals to the secure storage location in system, 

if applicable.  (See Guidelines for Secure Storage in this handbook.) 
� Returned test materials to the appropriate vendor within the timelines set for the specific assessment. 
� Sent all used answer documents for scoring. 
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                                                                                                                                                                          System Test Coordinator Checklist, page 2 

System Special Education Coordinator Responsibilities 
 

The System Special Education Coordinator’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment 
Program activities are as follows: 

1. Ensures that all students with disabilities receiving special education services participate in the 
Alabama Student Assessment Program. 

2. Works with the STC, the BTC, and Principals to ensure that IEPs,  I-ELPs, and /or 504 Plans 
clearly specify any approved accessibility and accommodation supports available to students 
participating in the administration of standardized assessments.   

3. Ensures that students with an IEP, I-ELP, and/or 504 Plan receive the appropriate accessibility and 
accommodation supports as indicated in each individual plan. 

4. Works with the STC and Principals on test administration for all students with disabilities receiving 
special education services. 

5. Is knowledgeable of the Alabama Student Assessment Program procedures. 
6. Is knowledgeable of the content of the current Alabama Student Assessment Program Policies and 

Procedures for Students of Special Populations.  
7.  Attends training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
8. Provides technical assistance to special education teachers. 
9. Provides technical assistance to IEP teams regarding appropriate decisions pertaining to the 

assessments and accommodations, if needed. 
10. Informs the STC and provides documentation of any requests for accommodation(s) under the category 

of “With other accommodations needed due to the nature of the disability and the nature of the 
assessment,” which requires special permission from the ALSDE. 

11. Works with the TAC, if applicable, in determining which students need to test with 
accommodations.  

12. Informs the STC, prior to ALSDE due dates, of any special formats needed. 
13. Works with STC to ensure that anyone who provides interpreting or transliterating services for hire 

shall be licensed by the Alabama Licensure Board for Interpreters and Transliterators (ALBIT).  
Documentation of the license held by the staff member who provides sign language, interpreting, 
translation, and/or transliteration services to students must be on file (Alabama Licensure Law, 
Section 34-16-1). 

14. Reports testing irregularities to the STC immediately. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

System:          Special Education Coordinator:     

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  

 
 
 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Alabama_Special_Populations_1142016.pdf
http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Alabama_Special_Populations_1142016.pdf
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System 504 Coordinator Responsibilities 
 

The System 504 Coordinator’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program 
activities are as follows: 

1. Ensures that all students with disabilities receiving 504 services participate in the Alabama Student 
Assessment Program. 

2. Works with the STC and Principals on test administration for all students with disabilities receiving 
504 services. 

3. Works with the BTC, and Principals to ensure that 504 Plans clearly specify any approved accessibility 
and accommodation supports available to students participating in the administration of standardized 
assessments.   

4. Ensures that students with a 504 Plan receive the appropriate accessibility and accommodation supports 
as indicated in each individual plan. 

5. Is knowledgeable of the Alabama Student Assessment Program procedures. 
6. Is knowledgeable of the content of the current Alabama Student Assessment Program Policies and 

Procedures for Students of Special Populations.  
7. Attends training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
8. Provides technical assistance to teachers of students receiving 504 services. 
9. Provides technical assistance to 504 Committees regarding appropriate decisions pertaining to the 

assessments and accommodations, if needed. 
10. Informs the STC and provides documentation of any requests for accommodations under the category 

of “With other accommodations needed due to the nature of the disability and the nature of the 
assessment” which requires special permission form the ALSDE  

11. Works with the TAC in determining which students need to test with accommodations.  
12. Informs the STC, prior to ALSDE due dates, of any special formats needed. 
13. Works with STC to ensure that anyone who provides interpreting or transliterating services for hire 

shall be licensed by the ALBIT. Documentation of the license held by the staff member who provides 
sign language, interpreting, translation, and/or transliteration services to students must be on file 
(Alabama Licensure Law, Section 34-16-1). 

14. Reports testing irregularities to the STC immediately. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

System:          System 504 Coordinator:   ______  

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  

 
 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Alabama_Special_Populations_1142016.pdf
http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Alabama_Special_Populations_1142016.pdf
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System ESL Coordinator Responsibilities 

 
The System ESL Coordinator’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program 
activities are as follows: 

1. Ensures that all students receiving ESL services participate in the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
2. Works with the STC and Principals on assessments for EL students receiving services. 
3. Works with the BTC, and Principals to ensure that I-ELPs clearly specify any approved accessibility and 

accommodation supports available to students participating in the administration of standardized 
assessments.   

4. Ensures that students with an I-ELP receive the appropriate accessibility and accommodation supports 
as indicated in each individual plan. 

5. Is knowledgeable of the Alabama Student Assessment Program procedures. 
6. Is knowledgeable of the content of the current Alabama Student Assessment Program Policies and 

Procedures for Students of Special Populations. 
7. Attends training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
8. Provides technical assistance to teachers of students receiving ESL services. 
9. Provides technical assistance to ESL Committees regarding appropriate decisions pertaining to the 

assessments and accommodations, if needed. 
10. Informs the STC and provides documentation of any requests for accommodation(s) under the category 

of “With other accommodations needed due to the nature of the disability and the nature of the 
assessment,” which requires special permission from the ALSDE. 

11. Reports testing irregularities to the STC immediately. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

System:          System ESL Coordinator:  ______   

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Alabama_Special_Populations_1142016.pdf
http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Alabama_Special_Populations_1142016.pdf
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Principal Responsibilities 
 

The Principal’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as follows: 

1. Takes responsibility for all Alabama Student Assessment Program activities in the school, including 
test security, instruction, administration, remediation, and written documentation. 

2. Ensures that ALL students attending the public school assigned to the Principal are included in the 
Alabama Student Assessment Program. Home-school and private school students do not participate 
in the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 

3. Works with the BTC to ensure that IEPs, I-ELPs, and /or 504 Plans clearly specify any approved 
accessibility and accommodation supports available to students participating in the administration of 
standardized assessments and that students receive those accessibility and/or accommodations 
supports. 

4. Ensures that the School Test Security Plan is up-to-date,  completed, signed, and submitted to the 
STC at the beginning of each school year. 

5. Attends all appropriate training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
6. Develops a schedule that will accommodate the administration of the Alabama Student Assessment 

Program. 
7. Supervises all Alabama Student Assessment Program activities to ensure strict test security. 
8. Creates an atmosphere in which all staff members know that their cooperation is needed and expected 

for success of the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
9. Appoints a BTC to coordinate the testing program. 
10. Assigns personnel to serve as TAs and Proctors as required by specific assessment guidelines. 
11. Ensures that no relative of a student who is taking a test serves as a Test Administrator, Proctor, Reader, 

Scribe, Sign Language Interpreter, or Native Language Interpreter for that student and that no student 
(including student intern) serves as a Test Administrator, Proctor, Reader, Scribe, Sign Language 
Interpreter, or Native Language Interpreter (See staff requirements for ACT with Writing.) 

12. Works with the BTC to ensure that students of special populations are tested and accommodated 
according to the decisions of the IEP Team, 504 Committee, ESL Committee, or ACT. 

13. Works with STC to ensure that anyone who provides interpreting or transliterating services for hire 
shall be licensed by the ALBIT. Documentation of the license held by the staff member who provides 
sign language, interpreting, translation, and/or transliteration services to students must be on file 
(Alabama Licensure Law, Section 34-16-1). 

14. Ensures that all students are notified of the dates and times of testing. 
15. Ensures a proper environment for the Alabama Student Assessment Program test administrations: 

adequate space, proper lighting, good ventilation, sufficient number of desks in good repair, room 
arranged with all students facing the Test Administrator, etc. 

16. Ensures that all copy machines and printers having scanning or copying capabilities have been 
disabled or removed from all rooms being used for a testing session. 

17. Ensures that school personnel and students involved in the administration of state testing do not 
use digital devices (including but not limited to cell phones, smart watches, iPods, MP3 players, 
cameras, or ANY telecommunication device capable of capturing or relaying information) in any test 
session. 

18. Ensures implementation of the ALSDE digital device policy for students. 
19. Remains or appoints a designee to remain in the building during testing. Notifies the STC in the 

event a designee is appointed. 
20. Reports immediately any breach of security to the STC and Superintendent. 
21. Ensures that testing rooms are free of interruptions (e.g., bells, intercom messages, visitors, wandering 

students, playground noises, grass cutting) during test administration. 
22. Assigns trained staff to monitor the hallways and ensure they are free from noise and to assist with 

breaks. 
23. Ensures extracurricular activities are limited during testing windows. 
24. Reports emergency situations immediately to the STC and works with the BTC, TAs, and Proctors 

regarding such emergency situations. 
25. Ensures the reporting of a l l  testing irregularities immediately to the STC and works with the 

BTC, TAs, and Proctors regarding such irregularities. 
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26. Works with the STC to ensure that only the Principal and BTCs have keys to the secure storage area 
within the school. Any exceptions must be approved by the ALSDE. 

27. Works with the STC to ensure that only authorized persons have the password/user codes to access 
secure student data from the Web Site for each school. Any exceptions must be approved by 
the ALSDE. 

28. Ensures that school reports/home reports are distributed to appropriate personnel and released to 
students and parents in a timely manner.  

29. Ensures that student labels are placed in appropriate cumulative folders/transcripts. 
30. Monitors at least one administration (testing session) of each assessment every year. The 

State Assessment Test Room Monitoring Form (Appendix E) must be completed for each observation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

System:          Principal:   ________________  

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  
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Building Test Coordinator Responsibilities 

 
The responsibilities of the BTC with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as 
follows: 

1. Serves as liaison between the school and the STC. (Please note that with some assessments, 
TAs are referred to as Room Supervisors. For this handbook, we will use the term Test 
Administrators.) 

2. Attends STC’s training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
4. Ensures that all personnel involved in the administration of any assessment have been 

appropriately trained. 
5. Works with the STC and the Principal to ensure the School Test Security Plan (Appendix B) is written, 

reviewed, and submitted to the STC (if applicable) for approval at the beginning of each school year. 
6. Works closely with the TAs, Proctors, Readers, Scribes, Sign Language Interpreters, and Native 

Language Interpreters to provide needed information and to coordinate procedures and schedules. 
7. Works with the Principal to ensure that IEPs, I-ELPs, and /or 504 Plans clearly specify any approved 

accessibility and accommodation supports available to students participating in the administration of 
standardized assessments.   

8.  Works with the Principal to ensure that students with an IEP, I-ELP, and/or 504 Plan receive the 
appropriate accessibility and accommodation supports as indicated in each individual plan. 

9. Keeps on file and uploads to the Caveon portal, required documentation of training activities (LEA 
Report of Training, Appendix C), signed documentation, and attendance records. 

10. Keeps on file completed and signed Alabama Student Assessment Program Reader, Scribe, Sign 
Language Interpreter, and Native Language Interpreter Agreements. 

11. Maintains strict test security before, during, and after testing sessions and accounts for all testing 
materials daily. 

12. Ensures all testing materials are securely stored as specified in the School Test Security Plan (See 
Guidelines for Secure Storage in this handbook). The floor of the BTC’s office cannot serve as the 
secure storage area. Test materials must be stored behind a separate locked door or in a locked cabinet 
within a locked room. 

13. Works closely with the Technology Coordinator/technology personnel to ensure computers are ready 
for testing and the appropriate software has been loaded. 

14. Assists the Principal in planning and implementing pre-assessment activities. 
15. Assists the Principal in assigning trained personnel to appropriate testing rooms. 
16. Assists the Principal to ensure halls are monitored and trained Hall Proctors are placed accordingly. 
17. Ensures that each testing location is suitable. 
18. Receives and returns all testing materials to the STC. 
19. Counts all testing materials received from the STC and signs the appropriate system-level distribution 

and collection form which is required for receiving and returning testing materials to the STC. 
20. Counts and distributes testing materials individually to each Test Administrator and completes and 

signs the appropriate building-level distribution and collection form to account for materials 
distributed and collected each day of testing. 

21. Distributes testing materials for the exact number of students being tested in each setting. The 
directions for completing demographic information and directions for all subtests do not require the 
Test Administrator to have a test booklet or answer document for demonstration purposes. 

22. Distributes and collects all materials allowed for the assessment, including scratch paper, from TAs 
daily.  Please note:  scratch paper is NOT allowed for all assessments. 

23. Monitors compliance with the assessment schedules and procedures for everyone involved in testing. 
24. Works with the STC, Principal, and all assigned testing staff regarding the process to follow in the 

event of an emergency situation that may arise during testing. 
25. Reports testing irregularities immediately to STC and Principal and works with STC and 

Principal regarding such irregularities. 
26. Inspects answer documents for the completion of demographic information. 
27. Keeps on file a record of daily attendance, rosters, and seating charts. 
28. Keeps on file, a roster of students receiving accessibility and accommodation supports.  
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29. Maintains a copy of the following pages from the IEP for review by the ALSDE:  
(1) profile page(s) 
(2) services page(s) 
(3) applicable accessibility and  accommodation support checklist  

 for any student with an IEP. 
30. Maintains a copy of the following pages from the 504 Plan and/or I-ELP  for review by the ALSDE  

(1) pages from the students’ 504 Plan/I-ELP that indicate an accessibility or accommodations 
support is needed 

(2) applicable accessibility and accommodation support checklist  
31. Keeps on file for review by the ALSDE, the appropriate accessibility and accommodation support 

checklist for general education students receiving support. 
32. Determines the quantity of makeup materials to be ordered. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

System:          Building Test Coordinator: _______    

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  
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Building Test Coordinator Checklist 
 

The following list provides information on basic tasks that are required before, during, and after an assessment 
session. The items listed are for all assessments. Be sure to read specific directions provided for individual 
tests for additional tasks that may be necessary. If you have questions about test administration procedures, 
contact your STC. 

 
Before Test Administration 
� Ensure that all personnel involved in the administration of any assessment have been 

appropriately trained. 
� Ensure that any materials developed for training purposes are accurate and consistent with ALSDE 

materials. 
� Ensure that trained Hall Proctors are in place and are aware of the communication plan in the event of an 

emergency or a request from a testing room. 
� Ensure that computers/devices are test ready and a plan for contacting the Technology 

Coordinator/technology personnel, in the event of a technical issue, is in place. 
� Inventory assessment materials received in the presence of the STC, verifying the quantity and 

sequential numbers of all booklets. Report any missing materials to the STC immediately. Sign the 
appropriate system-level distribution and collection form verifying receipt of materials. 

� Prepare test materials to be distributed before test staff arrives: (separate and count 
materials,  check rosters, prepare testing materials for students with IEPs/504 Plans/I-ELPs). 

� Organize and distributes testing materials to Test Administrator. The Test Administrator counts and verifies 
the quantity of testing materials and sequential numbers that are received in the presence of the BTC 
using the appropriate building-level distribution and collection form for tracking. This process must be 
done in an organized manner, in order to protect the security of the test materials. 

� Ensure that the individualized materials for students testing with accommodations are distributed to the 
appropriate Test Administrator. 

� Retain boxes in which materials were delivered where appropriate. 
� Ensure security of testing materials. 
� Ensure test materials are not taken home. 
� Deliver daily materials, including scratch paper (if allowed) or reference sheets (if used), to TAs. 

Exception: If the TAC is not the BTC, then the TAC (if applicable) receives the accommodations materials 
from the STC. 

� Conduct training sessions for TAs, TACs, Proctors, Readers, Scribes, Sign Language Interpreters, and 
Native Language Interpreters and alternates. Training consists of the following: 

• testing dates; 
• review of Test Administrator Manuals and other applicable manuals; 
• emphasis on the need to adhere to time limits (if applicable) and to be 

thoroughly familiar with all instructions; 
• review of pages from this handbook as applicable (see Guidelines for Training of 

LEA Personnel); 
• review of information concerning Professional Ethics; 
• emphasis on the need to maintain test security and confidentiality; 
• emphasis on the rules stated in the Use of Digital Device During the 

Administration of a Secure Test; 
• completion of the LEA Report of Training form and required signed 

documentation (uploaded into the Caveon portal); and 
• documentation (copies of IEPs/504 Plans and/or I-ELPs) to ensure that 

students of special populations will receive appropriate accommodations. 
� Prepare a plan that guarantees students do not enter the testing room with anything other than a #2 pencil 

or approved calculator (if allowed).  This includes a digital device collection plan. 
 

                         
 
                         Building Test Coordinator Checklist, Page 1                                                                                                                                                                                        
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During Test Administration 
� Ensure security of testing materials. 
� Remain available throughout the entire testing time to respond to issues that may arise. 
� Ensure implementation of the ALSDE digital device policy for students and school personnel during 

t e s t i n g .  
� Ensure students and school personnel involved in the administration of state testing do not use digital 

devices (including but not limited to cell phones, smart watches, iPods, MP3 players, cameras, or ANY 
telecommunication device capable of capturing or relaying information) in any test session. 

� Ensure that Hall Proctors are actively monitoring the hallways in the event of an emergency  
� Respond to questions, account for all materials, and is informed of irregularities in procedures during 

testing. 

After Test Administration 
� Collected materials, including scratch paper (if allowed) and reference sheets (if used), from each Test 

Administrator immediately after testing each day. The BTC counted and verified the quantity and 
sequential numbers of test materials that were returned in the presence of the Test Administrator. 

� Inventoried all testing materials daily, verifying that the number and sequence of booklets that were 
distributed to TAs were collected. See the individual handbooks for specific building-level distribution and 
collection forms. 

� Ensured security of testing materials. 
� Separated used answer documents from non-scannable materials (test booklets, Test Administrator 

Manuals, unused answer documents, scratch paper, etc.). Checked to be sure that used answer documents 
had not been left inside non-scannable materials. 

� If scratch paper had been used, removed it from used answer documents. Note:  Scratch paper is NOT 
allowed for all assessments. 

� Ensured that used answer documents had been checked for the following: 
o Completeness and accuracy of the student demographic information 
o Special coding, if applicable 
o Tested with accommodations, if applicable 

� For each appropriate group, counted all used answer documents to be returned for scoring. (All used 
answer documents must be sent for scoring.) 

� After testing was complete, returned all testing materials to the STC and signed the appropriate system-
level distribution and collection form verifying return of materials. 

The STC may provide additional instructions regarding the testing procedures. Follow all instructions carefully 
and provide TAs with all needed information. If you have any questions, contact your System Test 
Coordinator. 

 

NOTE: For the ACT with Writing and ACT WorkKeys, the BTC will normally serve as both the BTC and 
TAC. To ensure that all students are tested under the same conditions as students at every other school, 
staff appointed as BTC, Back-up BTC, or TAC, must meet requirements specified by ACT. 

• If any staff member’s relative or ward, at any school in the state, will be testing with standard time, 
that staff member may NOT serve as the BTC or Back-up BTC or have access to secure standard time 
test materials. 

• If a relative or ward of the BTC will be testing with accommodations at any school in the state, the BTC 
may NOT serve as the TAC or have access to secure accommodated test materials. 

 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                    
                                       
                                                                                                   

                  
                   Building Test Coordinator Checklist, Page 2                                                                                                                                                                   
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Test Accommodations Coordinator Responsibilities 
 

The ACT with Writing, PreACT, and ACT WorkKeys require a TAC.  The BTC will normally serve as both the 
BTC and the TAC; however, if a relative or ward of the BTC will be testing with accommodations at any school 
in the state, the BTC may not serve in the capacity of the BTC, nor the TAC, or have access to secure 
accommodated test materials.  Refer to the ACT Administration Manual for further guidance regarding the 
relative rule. 

 
In addition, a high school or college athletics coach may not serve as the TAC if any student athlete is testing 
with accommodations. These restrictions apply to all coaches whether head or assistant coaches, and apply 
to all sports whether they are in season or not. They do not apply to cheerleading coaches. 

 
The TAC’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as follows: 
 
1. Works with appropriate staff to determine which students will need to test with accommodations. 
2. Ensures all requests for accommodated testing that require ACT approval have been completed and 

submitted to ACT by the deadline. 
3. Keeps on file documentation of accommodations approved for any assessment. 
4. Works with the BTC (TAC may also be the BTC) to ensure that IEPs, I-ELPs, and /or 504 Plans clearly 
             specify any approved accessibility and accommodation supports available to students participating in 

the administration of standardized assessments and ensures that these students receive the supports 
as indicated in each individual plan. 

5. Attends all appropriate training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
6. Conducts, if applicable, a separate training session for all staff who will be supporting students testing 

with accommodations. (These individuals must also attend the mandatory regular training sessions 
for all staff members.) 

7. Keeps on file completed and signed Alabama Student Assessment Program Reader, Scribe, Sign 
Language Interpreter, and Native Language Interpreter Agreements. 

8. Maintains strict test security before, during, and after testing sessions and accounts for all testing 
materials daily. 

9. May assist the Principal and BTC in assigning appropriate staff members to rooms for students 
testing with accommodations. 

10. Ensures that no coach serves as Test Administrator/Room Supervisor for one-on-one testing for a 
student athlete. 

11. Ensures that a staff member does not serve as Test Administrator/Room Supervisor, Proctor, Reader, 
Scribe, Sign Language Interpreter, or Native Language Interpreter in a room where a relative is testing. 

12. Inventories each set of accommodated materials received from the STC and signs the appropriate 
system-level distribution and collection forms which are required for receiving and returning 
accommodated testing materials to the STC daily. (Note: Each set of accommodated materials is 
student specific and may not be used by any other student.) 

13. Distributes specific testing materials for each student receiving accommodations to the Test 
Administrator/Room Supervisor providing accommodations and completes and signs the 
appropriate building-level distribution and collection forms to account for materials distributed and 
collected each day of testing. 

14. Ensures that each student receives only those accommodations approved by ACT (The ACT with 
Writing). 

15. Reports testing irregularities immediately to the STC and Principal and works with STC and 
Principal regarding such irregularities. 

16. Collects and submits to BTC/Test Supervisor record of daily attendance rosters and seating charts. 
 

System:          Test Accommodations Coordinator:     

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  
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Technology Coordinator Responsibilities 
 

Schools and Systems administering online versions of any assessment will need the assistance of the 
Technology Coordinator. In some schools, the Technology Coordinator may also serve as the BTC. 

 
The responsibilities of the Technology Coordinator with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program 
activities are as follows: 
 
1. Ensures that the school equipment meets hardware, software, and other technical requirements defined by 

the test vendor and performed during site readiness. Site readiness includes performing system checks to 
ensure technical requirements are met. 

2. Ensures that each school installs the required software as defined by each assessment. 
3. Maintains hardware and software necessary for the administration of state assessments. 
4. Ensures the required technology is working properly prior to and during the administration of a state 

assessment. 
5. Participates in appropriate training sessions, webinars, podcasts, etc., provided by the test vendor. 
6. Becomes thoroughly familiar with the Technology User Guides and protocols for each assessment. 
7. Ensures that all updates and/or upgrades provided by the test vendor are loaded in a timely manner.  
8. Attends appropriate training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
9. Maintains strict test security before, during, and after testing sessions. 
10. Works with the STC to develop a communication plan to address issues that arise during testing.  
11. Is available throughout the entire testing window to address problems.  
12. Reports testing irregularities immediately to the STC and Principal, and works with the STC and 

Principal regarding such irregularities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System:          Technology Coordinator: ______    

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  
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Test Administrator Responsibilities 
 

Please note that with some assessments, Test Administrators (TA) are referred to as Room Supervisors.  For 
this handbook, we will use the term Test Administrators. 

 
The Test Administrator’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as 
follows: 

1. Attends all appropriate training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
Only those school personnel who have been trained in a specific assessment may 
administer that assessment. 

2. Becomes thoroughly familiar with the Test Administrator Manuals prior to testing. 
3. Ensures that all computers/devices are set up with the correct test interface. 
4. If headsets are used, ensure they are working. 
5. Maintains test security before, during, and after testing sessions. 
6. Counts all testing materials received from the BTC and signs the appropriate building-level distribution 

and collection form which is required for receiving and returning testing materials each day of 
testing. 

7. Administers the test exactly as specified in the Test Administrator Manuals and ensures a 
standardized administration for all students. 

8. Ensures appropriate dismissal procedures are used for the specific assessment. 
9. Provides testing materials for students as appropriate according to Test Administrator Manuals. 
10. Returns daily, all testing materials including scratch paper and reference sheets, if applicable. 
11. Adheres to all standardized testing procedures as specified for each assessment. 
12. Ensures appropriate supervision during breaks and lunch, if applicable. 
13. Remains in the testing room during the entire testing time. 
14. Ensures that students of special populations are provided all approved accommodations specified in 

their IEP/504 Plan/I-ELP. 
15. Provides reading accommodations to students with disabilities who qualify for a reading 

accommodation in accordance with the Test Administrator Manuals (must sign the Reader Agreement 
located in Appendix T). 

16. Maintains control of students before, during, and after testing. 
17. Assists the Proctor and fills role of Proctor as students are taking the test by moving quietly around 

the room to see that students are following directions and working on the correct test. 
18. Completes Irregularity Report, if necessary, immediately. (Includes information such as 

defective material, student misconduct, and emergencies.) 
19. All testing irregularities must be reported to the BTC immediately. 
20. Prior to beginning test administration, ensures that test materials are only for the exact number 

of students testing. 
21. Maintains record of daily attendance, roster, and seating chart. 
22. Removes from bulletin boards and walls any information that might supply answers to test questions. 

Information on bulletin boards and walls may be covered using butcher paper. 
23. Ensures that windows on doors are not covered. 
24. Conducts only those activities specified in the Test Administrator Manuals during testing. 

 
NOTE: 

• TAs may be part-time or full-time, but must hold a valid Alabama teaching certificate. 
• No relative of a student who is taking the test may serve as Test Administrator for that student. 
• No student intern may serve as a Test Administrator. 
• Test Administrator may NOT visit or converse with the testing staff, (if there is an issue to be addressed,  

do so quickly without talking at length),  grade papers, work on the computer, read a book or newspaper, 
or play a game, etc., during the test administration period. 

• Test Administrator may not use digital devices (including but not limited to cell phones, smart watches 
iPods, iPads, MP3 players, cameras, or ANY telecommunication devices capable of capturing or 
relaying information) during test administration.  Violations may result in disciplinary 
action/certification revocation.
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Test Administrator Checklist 
 

The following list provides information on basic tasks that are required before, during, and after an assessment 
session. The items listed are for all assessments. Be sure to read the specific directions provided for individual 
tests for additional tasks that may be necessary. If you have any questions about test administration procedures, 
contact your BTC. 

 
Before Test Administration 
� Inventory daily, all assessment materials in the presence of the BTC or TAC. The quantity and 

sequential numbers of all booklets are verified, and appropriate building-level distribution and 
collection form(s) are signed. 

� Become thoroughly familiar with the Test Administrator Manuals. 
� Become thoroughly familiar with the testing schedule. 
� Prepare any materials specified in the Test Administrator Manuals. Seating charts are required 

for all assessments and should be created prior to arrival of students.  
� Make sure there are enough headsets (if applicable) and they are in working order. 
� Make sure computers/devices are set to the correct test interface. 
� Remove from bulletin boards and walls any information that might supply answers to test questions. 
� Become thoroughly familiar with procedures related to special coding, if required. 
� Ensure security of testing materials. 
� Place a “Testing:  Do Not Disturb” sign on the door.  Windows and doors are to be uncovered. 
� Gather required materials: 

• several sharpened No. 2 pencils with erasers (no mechanical pencils); 
• an exact number of test booklets for students who are present for testing; 
• an exact number of answer documents for students who are present for testing; 
• Test Administrator Manuals; 
• test tickets, if applicable; 
• blank paper/scratch paper if allowed (no graphic organizers); 
• approved calculators (if calculators are allowed), and 
• a timing device (cell phones are NOT allowed). 

� Follow the digital device collection plan and collect devices prior to allowing students to enter the room.  
 

During Test Administration 
� Make sure that school personnel, including the Test Administrator and Proctor or anyone present in 

the testing room and involved in the administration of state testing do not use digital devices (including 
but not limited to cell phones, smart watches, iPods, iPads, MP3 players, cameras, or ANY 
telecommunication devices capable of capturing or relaying information) during test administration or 
while test materials are in your possession. 

� Ensure implementation of the ALSDE digital device policy for students. 
� Ensure security of testing materials. 
� Ensure the seating chart is completed. 
� Remain in the testing room during the entire testing time. 
� Ensure students do not bring any items other than #2 pencils and/or approved calculators (if allowed) 

into the testing room during the test administration. 
� Provide a quiet environment with proper lighting and good ventilation. 
� Ensure a smooth method for distributing and collecting test materials including scratch paper (if 

allowed) and reference sheets (if used). 
� Read instructions verbatim from the Test Administrator Manual. 
� Ensure that each student receives his/her own answer document, test booklet, and test ticket (if 

applicable).  
� Ensure the use of appropriate calculators, if allowed.  Calculator specifications are described in the Test 

Supervisor/Room Supervisor Manual.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
� Administer the test exactly as directed in the Test Administrator Manuals.      
 

                      Test Administrator Checklist, Page 1    
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� Walk up and down the aisles and makes sure students are marking or responding in the correct 
place on the answer document or on the computer/device. Note: This  is  N OT a n 
opportunity  to look at  the  test  quest ions or  student  responses.   Only the 
student may look at questions or responses; staff members may NOT view test  
questions or student responses.   

� Remain vigilant during the entire testing time, ensuring that students are working on the correct test.  
Test staff may not carry on conversations, read books, work on papers, work on a digital device, or sleep, 
etc.  

� Record booklet numbers (if available or “Absent for students not present) on the seating chart. 
 

After Test Administration 
� Collected all testing materials including scratch paper (if allowed) and reference sheets (if used), 

verifying the quantity and sequential number of booklets before dismissing students. Verified that 
an answer document is submitted for each student who tested. (Paper clips, tape, or rubber 
bands should not be placed around answer documents.) 

� Ensured security of testing materials. 
� Ensured that students have completed testing on computers/devices and have logged off or submitted 

their tests. 
� Returned all testing materials including scratch paper (if allowed) and reference sheets (if used) to BTC 

or TAC, if applicable, immediately following test administration each day. The BTC or TAC counted 
and verified the quantity of testing materials and sequential numbers that were returned in the 
presence of the Test Administrator. 

� The BTC or TAC ensured that an answer document was received for each student marked present on 
the roster. 

� The BTC or TAC and Test Administrator signed the appropriate building-level distribution and 
collection forms verifying return of materials. No test materials were left in a classroom before 
or after testing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System:           Test Administrator:      

Trained By:           Date Trained:    ______  

 
 
                                                                                                                                                     Test Administrator Checklist, Page 2 
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Proctor Responsibilities 

 
Proctors may be required for some administrations of state assessments. Proctors must participate in a training 
session for the specific assessment in which they will proctor, before participating in the administration of 
that standardized assessment. 

 

The Proctor’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as follows: 

1. Attends all appropriate training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. Only 
those school personnel who have been trained in a specific assessment may serve as a 
Proctor for that assessment 

2. Assists in the distribution and collection of testing materials (e.g., booklets, answer documents, 
pencils) to students in testing room. 

3. Ensures that desks are clear of everything except No. 2 pencils and appropriate testing materials. 
4. Walks among students while Test Administrator is explaining how to complete demographic 

information (if applicable) to see that the information is filled in correctly. 
5. Circulates among students during testing to ensure that students are marking answers in the 

appropriate section of the answer document (if applicable) for paper testing. 
6. Circulates among students during online testing to ensure that students do not have access to other 

programs and are working on the correct test. 
7. Remains vigilant during the entire testing time, ensuring that students are working on the correct test.  

Test staff may not carry on conversations, read books, work on papers, work on a digital device, 
 or sleep, etc.  

8. Directs all questions to the Test Administrator. 
9. Assists the Test Administrator in maintaining test security. 
10. Remains in the testing room during the entire testing time. 
11. Ensures appropriate supervision during breaks and lunch, if applicable. 
12. Reports any unusual circumstances (e.g., suspicion of cheating) to the Test Administrator immediately. 
13. Helps maintain control of students before, during, and after testing. 
14. Reports testing irregularities immediately to the BTC. 

 
NOTE: 

• The Proctor does not have to be certified or work full-time, and may be an individual contracted 
through an outside agency.   Proctors must be directly involved with the education of students. 

• The Proctor may NOT visit or converse with the testing staff, (if there is an issue to be addressed,  
do so quickly without talking at length),  grade papers, work on the computer, read a book or 
newspaper, or play a game, etc., during the test administration period. 

• No student intern may serve as a Proctor. 
• No relative of a student taking a test may be a Proctor. 
• No Proctor may read any portion of a test to a student. 
• A Proctor is required for an assessment administered in an individual setting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System:          Proctor: ________________    

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  
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Scribe Responsibilities 
 

The use of a Scribe may be provided for a student who has a physical disability that impedes his/her motor 
process or ability to write. A Scribe should not affect the outcome of a test in any way. Although Scribes may 
be necessary in emergency situations, this support should be used only when no other options are available. 
The use of a Scribe for the ACT with Writing assessment requires ACT approval. 

 

This support MUST be provided in an individual setting. This administration must include the Scribe and a 
Test Administrator; a Proctor is not required. 

 
The Scribe’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as follows: 

1. Attends all appropriate training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
2. Participates in a training session for the specific assessment before participating in the administration 

of that standardized assessment.  (Specific information is found in the applicable manuals.) 
3. Reads, understands, and signs the Alabama Student Assessment Program Scribe Agreement 

(Appendix S). 
4. Directs all questions to the Test Administrator. 
5. Assists the Test Administrator in maintaining test security. 
6. Remains in the testing room during the entire testing time. 
7. Reports any unusual circumstances (e.g., suspicion of cheating) to the Test Administrator immediately. 
8. Reports testing irregularities immediately to the BTC. 
9. Records student responses exactly as dictated.  
 
NOTE: 

• Scribes must hold a valid teaching certificate (preferably an Alabama certificate) and may be full-
time or part-time employees contracted through an outside agency. 

• The Scribe may NOT visit or converse with the testing staff, (if there is an issue to be addressed,  
 do so quickly without talking at length).   
• No relative of a student who is taking the test may serve as a Scribe for that student. 
• No student intern may serve as a Scribe. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System:          Scribe: ________________    

Trained By:          Date Trained:    __________ 
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Scribe Checklist 
 

The following list provides information on basic tasks that are required before, during, and after an assessment 
session. The items listed are for all assessments. Be sure to read the specific directions provided for individual 
tests for additional tasks that may be necessary. If there are any questions about test administration procedures, 
contact the BTC. 

 
Before Test Administration 
� Read, understand, and sign the Alabama Student Assessment Program Scribe Agreement (Appendix S). 
� Become thoroughly familiar with the Test Administrator Manuals and any specific guidelines or 

instructions required of a Scribe in accordance with each specific assessment. 
� Become thoroughly familiar with the testing schedule. 
� Ensure security of testing materials. 
� Ensure that all materials needed for testing are available for the test administration.   
� Ensure that the accommodation is allowable for the specific assessment. 

 
During Test Administration 
� Understand that school personnel involved in administration of state testing must not use digital devices 

(including but not limited to cell phones, smart watches, iPods, iPads, MP3 players, cameras, or ANY 
telecommunication devices capable of capturing or relaying information) during test administration 
or while test materials are in the staff member’s possession. Violations may result in disciplinary 
action/certification revocation. 

� Ensure implementation of the ALSDE digital device policy for students. 
� Ensure security of testing materials. 
� Remain in the testing room during the entire testing time. 
� Ensure that the student responds in English only. 
� Ensure that the procedures listed below are followed: 

• writes exactly what the student dictated; 
• does not add to or take away from the dictation of the student; 
• does not answer any questions or give explanations; 
• does not elaborate on what student dictated; 
• does not alert student to mistakes; 
• allows the student the opportunity to review and edit the transcription; 
• if the Scribe had difficulty understanding what the student dictated, he or she said, “Please repeat 

your last comment”; 
• if the dictation contained a homophone, the Scribe asks the student to spell the word; and 
• if the student responds in a language other than English, the Scribe asks the student to provide the 

answer in English. 
� Ensure that no testing staff views test questions or answer choices. 

 
After Test Administration 
� Submitted all testing materials to the Test Administrator before leaving the test room.
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Reader Responsibilities 
 

The use of a Reader may be provided for a student who has a documented disability that is addressed in the 
student’s IEP or 504 Plan. A Reader should not affect the outcome of a test in any way. The use of a Reader 
for the ACT with Writing assessment requires ACT approval. 

 

This support MUST be provided in an individual setting. The Reader usually serves as the Test 
Administrator. A Proctor is required in a read-aloud administration. 

 
The Reader’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as follows: 
1. Attends all appropriate training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
2. Understands all requirements of the Test Administrator. 
3. Participates in a training session for the specific assessment before serving as a staff member in 

the administration of that standardized assessment. (Specific information is found in the applicable Test 
Administration Manuals.) 

4. Becomes thoroughly familiar with the Test Administration Manual and any specific guidelines or 
instructions required of a Reader. 

5. Reads, understands, and signs the Alabama Student Assessment Program Reader Agreement (Appendix 
T).  

6. Uses the Test Administrator Checklist in this handbook to ensure that all required tasks are completed. 
7. Ensures that all test materials needed for testing are available for the test administration. 
8. Ensures that the accommodation is available for the specific assessment and the student is receiving the 

appropriate accommodations as specified in the IEP/504 Plan/I-ELP. 
9. Maintains test security before, during, and after testing sessions. 
10. Remains in the testing room during the entire testing time. 
11. Reads the test items and answer choices exactly as printed in English. 
12. Reports any unusual circumstances (e.g., suspicion of cheating) to the Test Administrator immediately. 
13. Reports testing irregularities immediately to the BTC. 

 
Additional Guidance: 
 

• The Reader does not answer any questions or give explanations. 
• The Reader does not elaborate or give clues to indicate correct answers. 
• The Reader does not alert students to mistakes. 
• The Reader must read test items, questions, answer choices, and graphics verbatim (word-word) as 

printed in the test booklet or reader’s script (if provided for a specific assessment). 
 
NOTE: 

• Readers must hold a valid teaching certificate (preferably an Alabama certificate) and may be full-
time or part-time employees contracted through an outside agency. 

• The Reader may NOT visit or converse with the testing staff, (if there is an issue to be addressed,  
• do so quickly without talking at length).   
• No relative of a student who is taking the test may serve as a Reader for that student. 
• No student intern may serve as Reader. 
• The Proctor may not serve as the Reader. 
• The Reader may also be the Test Administrator. 

 
 
 
 
 

System:          Reader: ________________   

Trained By:          Date Trained:    __________ 
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Reader Checklist 
 

The following list provides information on basic tasks that are required before, during, and after an assessment 
session. The items listed are for all assessments. Be sure to read the specific directions provided for individual 
tests for additional tasks that may be necessary. If you have any questions about test administration procedures, 
contact your BTC or TAC, if applicable. 

 
Before Test Administration 
� Become thoroughly familiar and understands all requirements of the Test Administrator. 
� Read and sign the Alabama Student Assessment Program Reader’s Agreement (Appendix T). 
�        Become thoroughly familiar with the Test Administrator Manuals and any specific guidelines or 

instructions required of a Reader, in accordance with each specific assessment. 
� Become thoroughly familiar with the testing schedule. 
� Ensure security of testing materials. 
� Ensure that all materials needed for testing are available for the test administration. ( Materials are 

personalized for each student). 
� Ensure that the accommodation is allowable for the specific assessment. 

 
During Test Administration 
� Understand that any school personnel involved in the administration of state testing must not use 

digital devices (including but not limited to cell phones, smart watches, iPods, iPads, MP3 players, 
cameras, or ANY telecommunication devices capable of capturing or relaying information) during test 
administration or while test materials are in the staff member’s possession. Violations may result 
in disciplinary action/certification revocation. 

� Ensure implementation of the ALSDE digital device policy for students. 
� Ensure security of testing materials. 
� Remain in the testing room during the entire testing time. 
� Provide a quiet environment with proper lighting and good ventilation. 
� Ensure a smooth method for distributing and collecting test materials including scratch paper (if 

allowed) and reference sheets (if used). 
� Make sure that the student receives his/her own answer document and test booklet. 
� If calculators are allowed, ensure that the student uses an allowable calculator. Calculator specifications 

are described in the Test Supervisor/Room Supervisor Manuals. 
� Read directions exactly as directed in the Test Administrator Manuals. 
� Ensure that the procedures listed below are followed: 

• allows student an opportunity to ask questions; 
• ensures that the student understands how to mark answers before he/she begins testing; 
• does not answer any questions or give explanations; 
• does not elaborate or give clues to indicate correct answers; 
• does not alert the student to mistakes; 
• reads test items/questions, answer choices, and graphics verbatim (word-for-word) as printed 

in test booklet or reader’s script (if provided for specific assessment) in English only and 
• reads using an even inflection (clear and consistent). 

 
After Test Administration 
� Submitted all testing materials to the BTC or TAC, if applicable, immediately after testing.  No 

materials were left unattended. 
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Sign Language Interpreter Responsibilities 
 

The use of a Sign Language Interpreter may be provided to students for either directions and/or as a reading 
accommodation. When the Sign Language Interpreter is providing a reading accommodation, the 
administration MUST be provided in an individual setting.  This administration must include the 
Interpreter and a Test Administrator. 
 
The Sign Language Interpreter’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program 
activities are as follows: 
1. Attends all appropriate training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
2. Participates in a training session before serving as a Sign Language Interpreter in the 

administration of that standardized assessment. (Specific information is found in the applicable 
manuals.) 

3. Reads, understands, and signs the Alabama Student Assessment Program Sign Language Interpreter 
Agreement (Appendix Q). 

4. Directs all questions to the TA. 
5. Reports any unusual circumstances (e.g., suspicion of cheating) to the TA immediately. 
6. Reports testing irregularities immediately to the BTC. 

 
 

NOTE: 
• Sign Language Interpreters do not have to be full-time certificated employees of the system and 

may be contracted through an outside agency. 
• According to the Alabama Licensure Law, Section 34-16-1, anyone who provides interpreting or 

transliterating services for hire shall be licensed by the ALBIT.  Documentation of the license held 
by the employee who provides sign language, interpreting, translation, and/or transliteration 
services to students must be on file with the System Test Coordinator. 

• The Sign Language Interpreter may NOT visit or converse with the testing staff, (if there is an issue 
to be addressed, do so quickly without talking at length). 

• No relative of a student who is taking the test may serve as an Interpreter for that student. 
• No student intern may serve as an Interpreter. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System:          Sign Language Interpreter: __________    

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  
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Sign Language Interpreter Checklist 
 

The following list provides information on basic tasks that are required before, during, and after an assessment 
session. The items listed are for all assessments. Be sure to read the specific directions provided for individual 
tests for additional tasks that may be necessary. If there are any questions about test administration procedures, 
contact the BTC or TA. 

 
Before Test Administration 
� Become thoroughly familiar with, and understand all requirements of the Test Administrator. 
� Read and sign the Alabama Student Assessment Program Sign Language Interpreter’s Agreement 

(Appendix Q). 
�        Become thoroughly familiar with the Test Administrator Manual and any specific guidelines or 

instructions required of a Sign Language Interpreter, in accordance with each specific assessment. 
� Become thoroughly familiar with the testing schedule. 
� Work with the STC and BTC to ensure that the accommodation is allowable for the specific assessment. 

 
During Test Administration 
� Do not use digital devices (including but not limited to cell phones, smart watches, iPods, iPads, MP3 

players, cameras, or ANY telecommunication devices capable of capturing or relaying information) 
during test administration or while test materials are in the staff member’s possession. Violations 
may result in disciplinary action/certification revocation. 

� Remain in the testing room during the entire testing time. 
� Ensure that if the student does not have a documented reading disability, the Sign Language 

Interpreter interprets only verbal instructions given by the TA. 
� If a Sign Language Interpreter is allowed for a reading accommodation, the Sign Language 

Interpreter: 
• refer to each specific assessment accommodations checklist to determine whether American sign 

Language or Exact English Signing should be used; 
• sign test items/questions, answer choices, and graphics verbatim (word-word) as it is printed in 

the test booklet or reader’s script (if provided for specific assessment);and 
• sign exactly the words read by the Reader/Test Administrator. The Sign Language Interpreter 

must never clarify, elaborate, paraphrase, or provide assistance to the meaning of words, 
intent of questions, or responses to test items. 

 
After Test Administration 
� Returned all materials to the Test Administrator before leaving the test room. 
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Native Language Interpreter Responsibilities 
 

A Native Language Interpreter may be used only during the time oral directions are given. The Native 
Language Interpreter may not serve as the Test Administrator. Once directions are read, the Native Language 
Interpreter will not interact with the student. He or she must not clarify, elaborate, paraphrase, or provide 
assistance to the meaning of words, intent of questions, or responses to test items. 

 
This administration must include the Interpreter and a Test Administrator.  The Native Language 
Interpreter’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as follows: 

• attends all appropriate training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program; 
• participates in a training session for the specific assessment before serving as a Native 

language Interpreter in the administration of that standardized assessment; 
• directs all questions to the Test Administrator; 
• reports any unusual circumstances (e.g., suspicion of cheating) to the Test Administrator 

immediately; and 
• reports testing irregularities immediately to the BTC. 

 
NOTE:  
• Native Language Interpreters do not have to be full-time certificated employees of the system and may be 

contracted through an outside agency.  It is preferred that Native Language Interpreters be directly involved 
in the education of students. No relative of a student who is taking the test may serve as a Native Language 
Interpreter for that student. 

• No student intern may serve as a Native Language Interpreter. 
• The Native Language Interpreter may NOT visit or converse with the testing staff, (if there is an issue to be 

addressed, do so quickly without talking at length). 
• The Native Language Interpreter must leave the room prior to the beginning of the timed portion of the test. 

 
Native Language Interpreter Checklist 

The following list provides information on basic tasks that are required before, during, and after an assessment 
session. The items listed are for all assessments. Be sure to read the specific directions provided for individual 
tests for additional tasks that may be necessary. If you have any questions about test administration procedures, 
contact your BTC. 

 
Before Test Administration 
� Become familiar with and understand all requirements of the Native Language Interpreter. 
� Read, understand,  and sign the Alabama Student Assessment Program Native Language Interpreter’s 

Agreement (Appendix Q). 
�        Become thoroughly familiar with the Test Administrator Manuals and any specific guidelines or 

instructions required of a Native Language Interpreter, in accordance with each specific assessment. 
� Work with the STC and BTC to ensure that the accommodation is allowable for the specific assessment. 

 
During Test Administration 
� Do not use digital devices (including but not limited to cell phones, smart watches, iPods, iPads, MP3 

players, cameras, or ANY telecommunication devices capable of capturing or relaying information) 
during test administration or while test materials are in the staff member’s possession. Violations 
may result in disciplinary action/certification revocation. 

� or participate in any other activities during the test administration period. 
� Remain in the testing room while directions are being read. 
� Interpret only the directions read by the Test Administrator. 
 

System:          Native Language Interpreter: __________    

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  
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Monitoring a State Assessment 
 
The LEA should establish a schedule for monitoring the administration of all assessments.  Personnel who 
should monitor include, Principals, Assistant Principals, and Central Office staff who serve in an administrative 
capacity.  Monitors are required to be trained on the assessment for which they will monitor.  
Monitoring of an assessment fulfills the requirement of the Superintendent who has the 
responsibility of ensuring the administration of statewide assessments conforms to 
proper procedures and standardized conditions (LEA Roles and Responsibilities), as well 
as the state and government mandate to monitor all state assessments. 

 
Central Office Monitors (Central Office Staff) are required to monitor at least one administration (test 
session) of each assessment every year. 
 
School Monitors (Principals/Assistant Principals) are required to monitor at least one administration 
(test session) of each assessment every year. 
 
System Test Coordinators working with the Superintendent must inform the ALSDE of any irregularities that 
occur during monitoring and cause a breach in test security (State Department of Education Administrative 
Code 290-4-2-.04). The ALSDE will provide guidance on how to proceed within the LEA. 
 
ALSDE staff will monitor the administration of s t a t e  assessments.  An ALSDE staff member will arrive 
unannounced at the designated school the morning of the visit. The monitoring visit will be followed by a 
visit to the Central Office.  See the Guidelines for Monitoring a State Assessment (Appendix D) of this 
handbook. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System:          Monitor: __________   __________ 

Trained By:          Date Trained:    ___________  
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Preparing for State Monitoring 
 

The United States Department of Education mandates that monitoring of all state assessments is conducted to 
ensure that standardized test administration procedures are implemented with fidelity across systems and 
schools. Monitoring is a systematic examination of the LEAs’ efforts to implement critical requirements set 
forth by the United States Department of Education, the State of Alabama, and the Student Assessment Office.   
 
Systems and schools are randomly selected for monitoring. Schools that have reported issues may also be 
selected.  This includes Charter and Virtual Schools.  All systems are required to submit a testing schedule for 
each assessment.  Testing schedules must be uploaded into the Caveon portal at least 2 weeks prior to the 
test window.  The Student Assessment Office conducts a forms review in Caveon prior to each monitoring 
visit.  All required forms (Lea Report of Training and signed documentation) MUST be uploaded into the 
portal within the 2 week window. Failure to do so could result in non-compliance during a monitoring visit.  
 

The following is a list of requirements that must be met for each school: 
 

Training was conducted prior to test day. Materials are returned to the BTC immediately after testing is 
complete. 

Group staff briefing session was conducted on test day prior to 
check in. (ACT with Writing, PreACT, and ACT WorkKeys only) 

The BTC returns all test materials to the STC immediately 
after testing is complete. 

School storage area is secure as described in the School Test 
Security Plan. 

Students with disabilities and EL students receive allowable 
accessibility and accommodation supports as specified in 
their IEP/504 Plan/I-ELP. 

Access to secure storage is limited to ONLY the Principal and the 
BTC. 

Accessibility and accommodation supports provided on the 
test mirror what is provided in the classroom on a regular 
basis. 

Materials are locked up or attended to at all times while in the 
building. 

The BTC has the following documentation from the IEP/504 
Plan/I-ELP for review for all students receiving 
accommodations: Profile page of IEP, services page of IEP, 
accommodations checklist page from IEP, as well as pages 
similar to this from the 504 Plan/I-ELP. 

Materials are prepared and organized to be distributed. 
 

The BTC collects copies of the seating charts and rosters. 

The BTC distributes and collects test materials to and from the 
Test Administrator in person.  For paper tests, the procedure 
includes counting and verifying the sequential numbering of all 
test booklets.  

Students are supervised at all times during the test and 
during breaks. 

The Principal and BTC are available at all times during testing. Computers/devices are set up and ready for testing. 
The Principal places trained Hall Proctors in the hallways and 
restrooms during testing. 

 

 
The following is a list of requirements that must be met for each system: 

 
Test materials are collected immediately after testing is complete. 
System secure storage meets ALSDE requirements and matches what is written in the System Test Security Plan. 
STC and back-up or interim STC attended all required state trainings.  
STC has uploaded to the Caveon portal signed copies of the following forms for each person involved in testing:  

 Alabama Ethics in Test Administration 
 Security and Confidentiality Statement for the Administering and Reporting of Student Data 

on the Website                             
 Alabama State Department of Education Policy Use of Digital Device During the  

                                           Administration of a Secure Test 
  Test Security Policy 

 
  LEA Report of Training was used to ensure that all assessment training and test security requirements were 
completed for all personnel involved in testing.  A copy of this form has been uploaded to the Caveon portal. 
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State Monitoring Process 
The flow chart below examines the process used for state monitoring. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

                            On-Site Monitoring 
 Schools and systems are randomly selected. Schools may also be selected if there have been reported issues. 
 Test schedules will be utilized to determine dates for monitoring. 
 A forms review will be conducted in Caveon. 
 Monitors will arrive at the selected school unannounced the morning of the test. 
 Attention will be directed toward the following: 

 Distribution and collection of test materials 
 Test administration procedures 
 Test security 
 Staff training 
 Review of IEPs/504 Plans/I-ELPs 

 The secure storage area will be verified to ensure it meets the requirements as indicated in the Alabama 
Student Assessment Program Integrity Handbook for Test Administration, and to ensure that it matches 
what was submitted in the School Test Security Plan.  

 

LEA Monitoring 
 Prior to the on-site monitoring visit, the Student Assessment Office will conduct a forms review in Caveon. 
 At the conclusion of the on-site monitoring visit, the state monitor will observe the collection of test 

materials from the schools to the System Test Coordinator. 
 The secure storage area will be verified to ensure it meets the requirements as indicated in the Alabama 

Student Assessment Program Integrity Handbook for Test Administration, and to ensure that it matches 
what was submitted in the System Test Security Plan. 

If the school and/or LEA did not provide complete and 
valid evidence of successful accountability and did not 
meet all requirements, the LEA will: 

 Receive a letter addressed to the Superintendent 
from the Student Assessment Office within 30 days 
of the visit indicating the infractions that were 
observed (the Principal and the STC also get a 
copy). 
 Submit to the Student Assessment Office, a 

Corrective Action Plan (Appendix G) within 2 
weeks of notification. 

If the system and school provided complete and 
valid evidence of successful accountability and met 
all requirements, the LEA will receive a letter 
addressed to the Superintendent from the Student 
Assessment Office within 30 days of the visit 
indicating that no issues were noted.  

 

The Corrective Action Plan will be reviewed by the 
Student Assessment Office and the LEA will be 
notified of the determination.  
 
 

No further action is needed. 

Follow-up monitoring will be conducted and will be 
unannounced.  The Student Assessment Office will 
continue to work with the LEA and school to support 
their efforts in meeting the requirements for 
compliance. 
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Monitor Responsibilities  
(Central Office Monitor and School Monitor) 

 
The Monitor’s responsibilities with respect to Alabama Student Assessment Program activities are as follows: 

1. Attends appropriate training sessions concerning the Alabama Student Assessment Program. 
2. Becomes thoroughly familiar with the Test Administrator Manuals prior to testing. 
3. Becomes thoroughly familiar with the Guidelines for Monitoring a State Assessment (Appendix D).  
4. Follows procedures outlined on the Guidelines for Monitoring a State Assessment. 
5. Arrives before testing begins. 
6. Uses the State Assessment Test Room Monitoring Form (Appendix E). 
7. Observes, without engaging, in the testing process to see that all procedures are followed 

(distribution of materials, administration of test, collection of materials, etc.). 
8. Completes the State Assessment Test Room Monitoring Form and gives it to the STC immediately 

after the observation is complete. 
9. Reports testing irregularities immediately to the BTC/STC. 
10. Does not interact with students during testing. 
11. Do not visit or converse with other testing staff (if there is an issue to be addressed, do so quickly 

without talking at length), grade papers, work on a compute or device, read a book or newspaper, 
play a game, or participate in any other activities during the test administration period. 

12. Does not use digital devices (including but not limited to cell phones, smart watches, iPods, iPads, 
MP3 players, cameras, or ANY telecommunication devices capable of capturing or relaying 
information) during test administration.  

 
 

Guidelines for Hall Proctors 
 

Prior to each assessment, the Principal and the BTC select school staff to serve as Hall Proctors.  Hall Proctors 
must be trained on these guidelines and sign all required test security documentation.  It is important that Hall 
Proctors understand their role during testing.  The following guidance must be followed: 
 
 Hall Proctors must be trained on the procedures for handling an immediate issue (student, or Test 

Administrator has to go to the restroom, student gets sick, etc.). 
 Hall Proctors must periodically walk past each testing room to ensure that the Test Administrator does 

not have an immediate issue that needs to be addressed.  
 Hall Proctors must have a prescribed way of communicating an emergency to the BTC or Principal. 
 Hall Proctors must ensure that the hallways are kept completely quiet at all times. 
 Hall Proctors are allowed to perform other duties such as grading papers and may have reading material 

as long as he/she is closely monitoring each testing room and performing the duties above.  
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Guidelines for Assessing All Students 
 
Alabama requires that all students participate in the Alabama Student Assessment Program.  This means that 
every student must be given the opportunity to access state assessments based upon their own unique needs.  
This includes new individualized approaches to accessibility, and the assurance of the provision of these supports 
to facilitate student access to grade-level instruction and state assessments.   
 
Universal supports are accessibility supports available to all students.  Supports that are universally available 
for everyone ensures that every student has an opportunity to demonstrate his/her knowledge.  Students 
receiving services as part of an IEP/504 Plan or I-ELP may be eligible for accommodations on state assessments.    
 
Recognizing accessibility needs for all students places greater responsibility on educator teams and individuals 
who make educational decisions.  Educators are responsible for developing, implementing, and improving 
accommodations and accessibility practices for students.  Educators can follow the Five-Step Decision Making 
Process to ensure that optimal accessibility and accommodations decisions are made:  
  

1. Expect students to achieve grade-level standards. 
2. Learn about accessibility and accommodation supports for instruction and assessment. 
3. Identify accessibility and accommodation supports for instruction and assessment. 
4. Administer accessibility and accommodation supports during instruction and assessment. 
5. Evaluate the use of accessibility and accommodation supports in instruction and on the 

assessment.  
 
Students with an IEP/504 Plan 

 
All decisions for a student receiving special education services as part of an IEP or 504 Plan must 
be made by the IEP Team or the 504 Committee. The procedures for decision-making regarding 
the assessments in the Alabama Student Assessment Program are contained in the current 
publication of the Alabama Student Assessment Program Policies and Procedures for Students of Special 
Populations. 
 
 
Special Accessibility and Accommodation Supports for Students with an IEP/504 Plan 

 
Students with disabilities may require special accessibility or accommodation supports to meet the unique needs 
of their disability.  These supports should be ones that occur during classroom instruction on a regular basis 
and that are allowable for a specific standardized assessment.  The prior practice of such supports should be 
documented in the IEP or 504 Plan.  No student should receive an accessibility or accommodation 
support on a state test that he/she is not receiving regularly on classroom tests.  The IEP/504 Plan 
should clearly reflect (1) the need for the support and (2) documentation that the support is being provided 
regularly on classroom tests.   See the ALSDE website for the current accessibility and accommodations supports 
checklists. 
 
Students with an I-ELP 
 
All decisions for a student receiving EL services regarding the state testing program must be 
made by the EL Committee.  The procedures for the decision-making regarding the assessments 
in the Alabama Student Assessment Program are contained in the current Alabama Student 
Assessment Program Policies and Procedures for Students of Special Populations. 
 
Special Accessibility and Accommodation Supports for Students with an I-ELP 

 
EL students may require special accessibility and accommodation supports on state assessments because of their 
level of language proficiency.  These supports should be ones that occur during classroom instruction on a 
regular basis and that are allowable for a specific standardized assessment.  The prior practice of such supports 
should be documented in the I-ELP.  No student should receive an accessibility or accommodation 
support on a state test that he/she is not receiving regularly on classroom tests.  
The I-ELP should clearly reflect (1) the need for the support and (2) documentation that the support is being 
provided regularly on classroom tests.   See the ALSDE website for the current accessibility and accommodation 
supports checklists. 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Alabama_Special_Populations_1142016.pdf
http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Alabama_Special_Populations_1142016.pdf
http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Alabama_Special_Populations_1142016.pdf
http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Alabama_Special_Populations_1142016.pdf
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Participation of English Learners in State Assessments 
 

An English Learner is a student whose native language is not English and who is eligible for services based on the 
results of the WIDA Screener Online (Grades 1-12), W-APT, or MODEL (Kindergarten and first semester of first 
grade). NOTE: The W-APT and MODEL may be used until the WIDA Screener Online becomes available for 
Kindergarten students.  
 
Proficiency levels for W-APT: 
 W-APT:  First semester of Kindergarten is 25 for Listening and Speaking only.  Less than 25 and the     

student is identified as EL. 
 W-APT:  Second semester of Kindergarten is 28 for Listening and Speaking, 12 for Reading, and 14 for 

Writing. Less than any of these scores and the student is identified as EL. 
 W-APT: Grade 1 first semester in all four domains, Listening and Speaking is 29, Reading is 14, and 

Writing is 17. Less than any of these scores and the student is identified as EL. 
 

Proficiency levels for MODEL: 
 MODEL: First semester of Kindergarten is 4.0 for Listening and Speaking only. Less than 4.0 and the 

student is identified as EL. 
 MODEL: Second semester of Kindergarten is 4.0 for all four domains.  Less than 4.0 and the student is 

identified as EL. 
 MODEL: Grade 1 first semester is 4.0 for all four domains.  Less than 4.0 and the student is identified as 

EL. 
 

Proficiency levels for WIDA Screener Online: 
 WIDA Screener Online: Grade 1 second semester for all four domains is 5.0.  Less than 5.0 and the 

student is identified as EL. 
 WIDA Screener Online: Grades 2-12, first and second semester for all four domains is 5.0.  Less than 5.0 

and the student is identified as EL. 
 

ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 
All public school students identified as EL must participate in the Student Assessment Program. EL students 
must also participate in the state’s English language proficiency assessment, ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 or Alternate 
ACCESS for ELLs. Students who attain a composite score of 4.8 are no longer eligible for English language 
services and must exit. The student’s academic performance will be monitored for four years.  Students who 
attain the 4.8 composite score will no longer take ACCESS for ELLs 2.0. 
 
Alternate ACCESS for ELLs 
Alternate ACCESS for ELLs is the state’s alternate English language proficiency assessment for EL students in 
Grades 1-12. This assessment is designed specifically for those EL students with the most significant cognitive 
disabilities who are unable to meaningfully participate in ACCESS for ELLs 2.0.  This paper-based assessment 
is uniquely designed to monitor students’ progress in acquiring academic English.  Alternate ACCESS for ELLs 
is not designed for students to attain a score high enough to exit. It is used to monitor progress only.  
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Guidelines for Assessing English Learner Students in Their First 12 Months of 
Enrollment in U.S. Schools 

 
Assessing and Reporting Provisions for Recently-Arrived English Learners 

 
For recently arrived English Learners (ELs) who have been enrolled in a U.S. school for less than 12 
months (Puerto Rico does not count as a U.S. school), ESSA allows the following flexibility: 
 

A. Exempt a recently-arrived EL from one administration of the Reading/Language Arts assessment (these 
students must take the Math and, if applicable, the Science assessments). 

B. Exclude their results on the mathematics and science assessments for the purpose of accountability 
(achievement).  Participation in ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 or Alternate ACCESS for ELLs will count towards 
participation.  

C. Include their achievement results for all content tests in years two and beyond. 
 
ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 / Alternate ACCESS for ELLs will satisfy the Federal Government requirement of assessing 
EL students in Reading/Language Arts. Participation in Reading/Language Arts, though not required, is also not 
prohibited.  The EL Committee must be included when making decisions about participation in 
Reading/Language Arts.  
 
All EL students in Grades K-12, must participate in ACCESS for ELLs 2.0, regardless of the number of years of 
enrollment in a U.S. school.  Participation will continue until a composite score of 4.8 is attained.  At this point, 
the student will no longer receive EL services and will be monitored for 4 years. 
 
If a school chooses to administer an optional assessment, participation of EL students is required. 
 
EL students who are eligible to participate in Alternate ACCESS for ELLs will not have the opportunity to attain 
the required exit score of 4.8 on this assessment.  These students will continue to take Alternate ACCESS for ELLs.  
 
 
Refer to the Decision Chart for English Learner Students in Their First 12 Months of Enrollment in U.S. Schools 
located in this handbook, for decisions regarding state assessments. 
 

Participation of English Learners on State Assessments in Spanish 
 
 Alabama State Department of Education                                                                                                                September, 2017  
 

Guidance for English Learner Committees Regarding Participation of 
English Learners on State Assessments in Spanish 

 
English Learner (EL) students will have the opportunity to participate in some of the state’s assessments 
in Spanish. This opportunity is only for those assessments in which a Spanish form is available. The 
decision to administer a state assessment in Spanish is made by the school’s EL Committee and becomes 
part of the student’s Individual English Language Plan; therefore, this is not an administrative decision. 
The determination should not be based solely on the fact that the student is a Spanish speaker. The EL 
Committee should carefully consider the following:  

 
• Is the student able to read Spanish?  
• How long has the student actually been receiving instruction in English?  
• Is there enough evidence to indicate the student will perform better when presented with 

a Spanish form of the assessment?  
 
Link: Guidance for Participation of English Learners on State Assessments.  
 
 
 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Guidance_for_Participation_of%20English_Learners_on_State_Assessments.pdf
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Alabama State Department of Education                                                                                                                     July 2018 

Student Assessment Office                                                                                                                                    

        

                                                                        Decision Chart 
                      For English Learner Students in Their First 12 Months of 

                    Enrollment in U.S. Schools 
 

Below is a chart to help clarify the participation of English Learner (EL) students in their first 12 months of enrollment 
in U.S. schools. The EL Committee must include decisions regarding the criteria outlined below in the Individual English 
Language Plan (I-ELP). These decisions must be made on an individual basis. If you have questions concerning special 
situations, please contact Susan Beard at: (334) 242-8038. 

 
Grades 3-8 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 

     
Scantron 

 
PreACT 

 
ACT with 

Writing 

 
ACT WorkKeys 

     
Mathematics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Mathematics 

 
 

 
Mathematics 

 
         Applied Math 

 
R  

 
 
 

 

   
Reading Comprehension 

 
 

 
 

         Science 
 
         Reading 
 
         English 

          Science  
     
(G d  5 d 7 l ) 

 
 

 
 

 

  Graphic Literacy 
                Science 
  

          Reading  
     (Grades 5 and 7 only) 

REQUIRED   
 

If a school chooses to 
administer science as an 
optional assessment in 

grades 3, 4, 6, or 8, 
participation is required. 

  
          English   Workplace Documents 

  
 Writing 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Flexibility given to EL students in their first 12 months of enrollment in U.S. schools pertains to the 
academic content assessments in reading and language arts for accountability purposes. Participation in 
reading and language arts, though not required, is also not prohibited. The EL Committee must be 
included when making decisions about participation in reading and language arts. For questions regarding 
participation in reading and language arts, contact Student Assessment. 
 

 All EL students in Grades K-12, regardless of the number of years of enrollment in U.S. schools, must 
participate in ACCESS for ELLs 2.0, the state-administered English language proficiency test, or Alternate 
ACCESS for ELLs.   

 
 EL students who participate in Alternate ACCESS for ELLs must also be assessed on the Alabama Alternate 

Assessment.  
 
 Contact Student Assessment for guidance for EL students in their first 12 months of enrollment in U.S. 

schools who are also participating in the Alabama Alternate Assessment. 
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Guidelines for Training of LEA Personnel 
 

Each STC/BTC is responsible for ensuring that all personnel involved in the administration of state 
assessments are trained in person or virtually on all contents of this handbook, with special attention given to 
the following procedures: 

 

1. Role responsibilities of all personnel associated with the administration of the assessment as described 
in this handbook; 

2. Standardized testing conditions; 
3. Security of testing materials; 
4. Distribution and collection of testing materials; and 
5. Professional ethics 

 
Only school personnel may administer, read, scribe, interpret, proctor, or monitor the 
assessments for which they have been trained.  Principals, BTCs, Backup Test Coordinators, TAC, 
Backup TACs, TA, alternate TA, Proctors, alternate Proctors, and Monitors must be trained.  Readers, Scribes, 
Native Language Interpreters, and Sign Language Interpreters who will be used for administering 
accommodated testing must be trained as well. 

 
The ALSDE is responsible for the initial training of selected LEA personnel in advance of test dates. Those 
persons trained by the ALSDE will, in turn, train the local personnel who will be involved in administration of 
assessments. I t  i s  r e c o m m e n d e d  t h a t  the LEA training session(s) take place within three weeks of 
the initial test date.  BTCs will conduct training within two weeks of the initial test date. The STCs and 
BTCs are required to keep on file a copy of t h e  LEA Report of Training form, along with a copy of the 
materials used in the training session(s), sign-in sheets containing signatures of all staff members in attendance 
(including the Superintendent), a copy of the agenda for each administration, and copies of the following signed 
required documentation:  
 

 Test Security Policy 
 Alabama Ethics in Test Administration form 
 Security and Confidentiality Statement for the Administering and Reporting of 

Student Data on the Website form 
  Alabama State Department of Education Policy Use of Digital Device During the 

Administration of a Secure Test.  
 
In addition, these signed documents, along with the LEA Report of Training form and the System and School 
Test Security Plan, must be loaded into the Caveon portal for review by the ALSDE. 
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Guidelines for Security and Confidentiality of Assessments 
 

LEAs will organize and oversee test security procedures throughout their systems. Each school within the 
system must have a School Test Security Plan that has been approved by the STC and entered into the Caveon 
portal. Each LEA must have a System Test Security Plan that has been approved by the Superintendent and 
entered into the Caveon portal.   School Test Security Plans and System Test Security Plans must entered into 
the Caveon portal for review by the ALSDE.  Each plan should be reviewed annually (at the beginning of the 
school year).  If there are changes, a new plan must be entered into the Caveon portal.  

 
 Part II of the System and School Test Security Plans includes training of all personnel who will be involved 
in any aspect of the testing program (this includes Superintendents, Principals, Assistant Principals, 
System Special Education Coordinator, System 504 Coordinator, System ESL Coordinator, Technology 
Coordinator, BTC, Backup BTC,  TAC, Backup TAC, TAs, Alternate TAs, Scribes, Readers, Sign Language 
Interpreters, Native Language Interpreters, Proctors, Alternate Proctors, Central Office Monitors, and School 
Monitors) in test security procedures. The following test security documents must be read, signed, scanned, and 
loaded into the Caveon portal prior to testing and a copy kept on file at each school and/or the LEA until the next 
administration: 
 

• Alabama Ethics in Test Administration 
• Test Security Policy 
• Security and Confidentiality Statement for the Administering and Reporting of Student 

Data on the Web Site 
• Alabama State Department of Education Policy Use of Digital Device During the 

Administration of a Secure Test 
 

These forms must be reviewed and signed annually during test security training.  It is not 
necessary to sign new forms each time training is conducted on a new assessment. 

 
Additionally, STCs are required to attend all workshops sponsored by the Student Assessment Office. STCs 
will be trained on test security and must sign the test security forms above. Copies will be loaded into the 
Caveon portal by the Student Assessment Office. 
 

Guidelines for Secure Storage 
 
A secure storage area must be designated for the system.  The secure storage area must meet the following 
requirements: 

• The 2-lock rule is in place (a locked cabinet or closet inside a locked room). 
• Only the STC and the Superintendent have keys to these locks. 
• Locks cannot be accessed with a master key. 
• The location for receiving and storing test materials in the central office (or other location 

determined by the LEA) is not accessible to unauthorized users. 
• The secure location is not accessible through a window or a dropped ceiling. 
• Walls are permanent and extend to ceiling with no gaps. 

 
A secure storage area must be designated in each school or testing facility.  Each testing facility has been 
approved by the STC to ensure that the storage area meets the following requirements: 

• The 2-lock rule is in place (a locked cabinet or closet inside a locked room). 
• Only the BTC and the Principal have keys to these locks. 
• Locks cannot be accessed with a master key. 
• The location for receiving and storing test materials in the school or facility is not accessible to 

unauthorized users. 
• The secure location is not accessible through a window or a dropped ceiling.   
• Walls are permanent and extend to the ceiling with no gaps. 

NOTE:  
Most schools have ceilings constructed of tiles or panels (also known as dropped ceilings).  Your room for storage of secure 
materials may have this type of ceiling as long as the room cannot be accessed through the ceiling from another location.  
You must make sure that the area above the dropped ceiling does not have a crawl space that would support the weight of a 
person. 
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Guidelines for Storage and Destruction of Test Materials 
 

Prior to testing, all materials must be stored in a secure location in the LEA and/or school.  Following test 
administration, the guidelines for storage and destruction for each specific assessment must be followed.  Refer 
to the Test Administrator Manual for materials that must be returned and materials that need to be destroyed. 
Test booklets and answer documents (used and unused) should be packed and shipped back to the test vendor 
immediately upon completion of testing.  No test booklets or answer documents may be left in the LEA.    
 
Destruction of test materials differs by test and vendor.  Contact the ALSDE before destroying any test materials.  
 

Guidelines for Handling Lost or Damaged Test Booklets 
 

If a test booklet or related test materials are missing, the STC must be notified immediately.  The STC will then 
contact the Superintendent, the ALSDE Student Assessment Office, the Principal, and the BTC to inform them 
of the loss. It is the responsibility of the STC and the Superintendent to ensure that an investigation begins 
immediately and continues until the missing booklet or materials are located.  In the event the missing booklet 
or materials cannot be located, documentation is generated to include:  
 

• the process for determining the test booklet or materials are missing; 
• a description of the investigation process; 
• a list of those persons responsible for the missing test booklet or materials and their positions 

and; 
• a detailed written statement from each person indicating how the test booklet or materials were 

jeopardized. 
NOTE:   

A copy of any disciplinary action taken is sent immediately to the Student Assessment Office for 
review. 
 
                              Guidelines for Reporting Test Irregularities 

 
Test irregularities are anything that happens during the test day, before, during, or after testing, that is not 
planned or expected. Irregularities can occur with students, Test Administrators, Proctors, and anyone else 
who is involved in the assessment process.  Irregularities may be categorized as major or procedural.  
Major irregularities are serious violations that jeopardize the integrity of the assessment and the assessment 
data. Procedural irregularities are violations; however, test integrity was not jeopardized in any way. Some 
examples are: 
 
MAJOR 
 Directly or indirectly assisting students on the test. 
 Tampering with students’ tests or any test materials. 
 Viewing test content before, during, or after an administration. 
 Discussing or disclosing secure test information to anyone. 
 Duplicating, recording, or electronically capturing test information. 
 Preventing students to test. 
 Failure to provide accessibility or accommodations, if approved for the student. 
 Having or using a cell phone in the test room before, during, or after testing (students or testing staff). 
 Test Administrator/Proctor does not actively monitor students while testing. 
 Student is permitted to test beyond the allowed time limit or students are not given enough time. 
 Test materials are missing or unaccounted for.  
 Fire, tornado, code red,  or other causes for testing to cease and tests to be collected and held in a secure 

location. 
 Student took the wrong test (Contact the Student Assessment Office immediately for guidance 

before submitting an Irregularity Report.  Each assessment is handled differently). 
 Failure to report to the appropriate authority that an individual has engaged in conduct that would 

jeopardize the integrity of the assessment. 
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PROCEDURAL 
 Commotion inside or outside of the classroom such as grass cutting or bells that were not turned off. 
 Disruptive behavior from a student. 
 Illness of a student. 
 Improper ID or late arrivals. 
 Computer/technology issues that require stopping the test. 
 Defective test materials or audio equipment. 
 Incorrect name on answer documents. 

 
These lists are not exhaustive, but rather examples of the most common irregularities. If there is 
any doubt that an irregularity has occurred, it is best practice to “err on the side of caution” and 
complete the Irregularity Report. 
 
Major irregularities MUST be reported to the ALSDE, Student Assessment Office immediately. The 
Irregularity Report (Appendix F) must be completed and faxed or emailed to the Student Assessment Office the 
day the irregularity took place. Student Assessment staff will be in contact to help you determine the next steps 
to take.  
 
Procedural irregularities do not have to be reported to the ALSDE. However, the Irregularity Report in 
(Appendix F) must be completed and submitted to the BTC the day the irregularity occurred. The BTC, along 
with the STC will determine if the irregularity should be reported to the ALSDE, Student Assessment Office.  
 
The STC will investigate all reports of alleged violations that are considered to be Major irregularities. The STC 
will notify the Principal that an irregularity has occurred and an investigation must be conducted. The STC will 
report back to the Student Assessment Office once the investigation is complete. The ALSDE will determine if 
further action is necessary.  In some cases, it may be necessary for the school and/or system to complete a 
Corrective Action Plan (Appendix G). The ALSDE works closely with the Office of General Counsel (OGC) to 
address major test security irregularities/violations. Major irregularities may result in the invalidation of the 
test or revocation of a license or teaching certificate. It is imperative that the BTC, Principal, and the STC 
investigate major irregularities swiftly in order to maintain clear knowledge of the incident.  Note: Failure to 
report a violation is a violation.  
 
NOTE: See Appendix N for guidance on the investigation of test violations/irregularities. 
 
All Irregularity Reports will be kept on file until score reports for that particular assessment are released and 
verified by the school and system.  

 
Guidelines for Submitting an Irregularity Report 

 
The Irregularity Report should be completed by school personnel if unusual circumstances have occurred (e.g., 
misconduct of student, illness of student, suspicion of cheating, interruption of testing). Immediately report 
any irregularity that occurs to the BTC, and prepare a written Irregularity Report. The BTC will inform the 
Principal and the STC of the irregularity.  If the irregularity is procedural, the Irregularity Report will be kept 
in the school/LEA.  If the irregularity is major, the Irregularity Report will be submitted to the Student 
Assessment Office.  Depending on the test, some vendors may require that an Irregularity Report be submitted 
online (refer to each individual Test Administrator Manual).   
 
NOTE: All m a j o r irregularities must be submitted to the Student Assessment Office by the STC. The STC 
should keep on file all Irregularity Reports which may be requested by the Student Assessment Office or the 
OGC until score reports are released and verified by the system.  Test vendors may also request a copy of these 
reports. NOTE: See Irregularity Report in Appendix F. 
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                                     Guidelines for Make-up Testing 

All procedures for make-up testing must be the same as for the regular administration. See information for 
the specific assessment. Sessions must be scheduled within the dates set for the specific assessment. 
Students cannot selectively be identified for make-up testing.  

 

                                                      Guidelines for Homebound Testing 

Test booklets utilized in homebound testing should be securely bound and marked “Confidential” before 
they are released from the LEA distribution point to the TA and Proctor. The package should be opened 
only in the testing environment.  Test booklets and answer documents should be securely bound again before 
they are transported back to the LEA distribution point.  The TA’s Receipt and Return of Testing Materials 
must be signed by the BTC or STC and the TA when they are picked up and when they are returned. 

One TA and one Proctor are required to administer an assessment to a student requiring homebound 
services. Both staff members must be certificated. No other person, including family members, may 
be present in the room utilized for testing. 

When returned for scoring, an answer document for any student tested in a homebound setting is packed 
with all other answer folders for the student’s school. 

NOTE: See Appendix O for the Homebound form. 
 
                                                 Guidelines for Emergency Situations 
 
If an emergency situation arises on a testing date (e.g., tornado warning, power failure, intruder, or bomb 
threat), the Principal is responsible for whatever action is necessary. If students need to be evacuated, the 
TAs and Proctors should direct the students to put their answer documents and scratch paper (if 
allowed) inside their test booklets. The TAs should collect test booklets with answer documents and 
scratch paper (if allowed) inside as their students leave the testing room, if time permits. Students should 
proceed calmly, following established local procedures for emergencies. The Principal should contact the STC 
who, in turn, should contact the ALSDE for instructions.  TAs should keep the secure materials in their 
possession (if possible), until further instructions are received from the BTC or Principal.
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Guidelines for Testing in Specialized Treatment Centers 
 

The Local Education Agency (LEA) will determine if there are any Specialized Treatment Centers that have been 
designated as special education providers. The STC will oversee the administration of all state 
assessments at these identified centers. 

 

Responsibilities of the STC: 
The STC must ensure that 

• All special education students are tested. 
• All regular education students who are enrolled in the LEA’s INOW tracking system, but have been 

placed in a Specialized Treatment Center, are tested. 
 
A Student Verification Form is submitted for all  students  at  the center who are participating in state 
assessments. No student will be tested until approval is received. This form must be submitted annually 
for each student participating in a state assessment in a Specialized Treatment Center, and approval from 
the ALSDE must be received prior to administering a test. 

• All procedures put in place by the ALSDE are followed. 
 

Procedures: 
The STC will determine which of the following three options will be used for testing eligible students at a 
Specialized Treatment Center: 

Option 1: Send LEA staff to the Specialized Treatment Center to administer assessments. 
Option 2: Make arrangements for the transportation of students to a local school where assessments 

will be administered by LEA personnel. 
Option 3: Make application to the ALSDE for the center to use its own personnel to administer 

assessments.  If option 3 is selected, the system must ensure that 
 The STC must have full faith and confidence in the personnel at the center to administer 

state assessments with the same test integrity required of other schools in the LEA. 
 All personnel involved in the testing process must be certificated. This includes TAs, 

Proctors, BTCs, and Principals/Directors/Chief Executive Officers. 
 The Application to Administer State Assessments is submitted annually. 

 

Next Steps: 
• Submit the current version of Application to Administer State Assessments to the ALSDE 

for approval.  This application MUST be submitted annually, four weeks prior to administration of 
state assessments, for any Specialized Treatment Center that is seeking approval. Current Test 
Security Plan must be attached. 

• Wait for approval from the ALSDE informing the STC whether or not the center is approved to use its 
own personnel to administer state assessments. Under no circumstances will a Specialized Treatment 
Center use its own personnel to administer any state assessment without permission from the ALSDE. 

• Conduct training for personnel from the approved center, which includes testing procedures, policies, test 
security, etc. 

• Adhere to the same test procedures as those used in the school system when distributing and collecting 
test materials. 

• Inspect and approve a secure storage location at the Specialized Treatment Center. The secure storage 
must match what is written in the Test Security Plan. 

• Review the Test Security Pan for the center each year to ensure that it is current. 
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Guidelines for Employees Involved with the Administration of a State Assessment 
 

Guidance for a Test Administrator 
• A Test Administrator must hold a valid Alabama teaching certificate.  
• A Test Administrator may be a part-time or full-time employee of the system. 
• A Test Administrator cannot be contracted through an outside agency.* 

 
Guidance for a Reader 

• A Reader must hold a valid teaching certificate (preferably an Alabama certificate). System Test 
Coordinators will confirm the teaching certificate is valid.  A copy of the certificate must be kept on file in 
the LEA. 

• A Reader may be a part-time or full-time employee of the system.  
• A Reader may be contracted through an outside agency. 
• Readers who serve as TAs must hold the credentials of a Test Administrator. 
• In some unique circumstances, the Reader may not serve as the Test Administrator. 

 
Guidance for a Scribe 

• A Scribe must hold a valid teaching certificate (preferably an Alabama certificate).  System Test 
Coordinators will confirm the teaching certificate is valid.  A copy of the certificate must be kept on file in 
the LEA. 

• A Scribe may be part-time of full-time employee of the system.  
• A Scribe may be contracted through an outside agency. 

 
Guidance for a Sign Language Interpreter 

• A Sign Language Interpreter is not required to be full-time certificated employee of the system.  
• According to the Alabama Licensure Law, Section 34-16-1, anyone who provides interpreting or 

transliterating services for hire shall be licensed by the Alabama Licensure Board for Interpreters and 
Transliterators (ALBIT).  Documentation of the license held by the employee who provides sign language, 
interpreting, translation, and/or transliteration services to students must be kept on file with the System 
Test Coordinator. 

• A Sign Language Interpreter may be contracted through an outside agency. 
• Sign language Interpreters who serve as TAs must hold the credentials of a Test Administrator. 

 
Guidance for a Native Language Interpreter 

• A Native Language Interpreter is not required to be full-time certificated employee of the system. 
• Preferably, a Native Language Interpreter should be directly involved with the education of students.  
• A Native Language Interpreter may be contracted through an outside agency. 
• A Native Language Interpreter will only interpret directions. 
• Contact the Student Assessment Office for additional guidance.  

 
Guidance for a Proctor 

• A Proctor is not required to hold a valid teaching certificate. 
• A Proctor may be a part-time or full-time employee of the system. 
• A Proctor may be contracted through an outside agency.   
• A Proctor must be directly involved with the education of students. 
• An Instructional Paraprofessional/Assistant who is a part-time or full-time employee of the system, or 

contracted through an outside agency, may serve as a Proctor.  
 
Guidance for a Central Office/School Monitor 

• A Monitor must be a full-time, certificated employee of the system. 
• A Monitor must serve in an administrative capacity. 

 
Guidance for a Hall Proctor 

• A Hall Proctor is not required to be certified. 
• A Hall Proctor may be part-time or full-time. 
• A Hall Proctor must not enter the testing room to stand in for a TA unless he/she is certificated. 
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Guidance for a Teach for America Corps Member 
• A Teach for America Corps Member, may serve in the role of a Reader, Scribe, or Proctor.  
• If the member holds a teaching certificate in Alabama, the member may serve as a Test Administrator. 
• A Teach for America Corps Member may also serve in the role of Sign Language Interpreter, if they are 

licensed, or as a Native Language Interpreter, if they are qualified. 
                 

Guidance for a Long-Term Substitute 
A Long-term substitute who is qualified, may serve in any of the roles listed in this document.  
 
Guidance for a Retired Employee 
A retired employee who is qualified, may serve in any of the roles listed in this document. 
 
Guidance for a Charter School Employee 
An employee of a Charter School must adhere to the guidance in this document. 
 
Guidance for an Employee of a Specialized Treatment Center 
An employee of a Specialized Treatment Center must hold a valid teaching certificate (preferably an Alabama 
certificate).  The Student Assessment Office will verify certificates of anyone who submits an Application to 
Administer State Assessments.  
 
Guidance for a Virtual School Employee 
An online educator must hold a valid teaching certificate (preferably an Alabama certificate).  
 
Guidance for Alternate Certifications 
Educators with the following certifications are allowed to serve in the same capacities as educators who hold 
teaching certification:  

 Interim Employment Certificate  
 Provisional Certificate  

 
Guidance for STCs who are unable to fulfil their duties temporarily 
 If a Back-Up STC has not been designated, the Superintendent will appoint a designee. 
 The Superintendent will notify the state department in writing (email) that the Back-Up or designee will 

be assuming the role of the STC.  
 The designee must be trained in test security and have signed all of the appropriate forms. 
 The designee must be trained for the assessment(s) for which they will manage.  
 If the STC is unable to train the designee, arrangements will need to be made with the ALSDE so that 

training can be provided.  
*Outside Agency:  
Kelly Staffing Services, Appleton Learning Corporation, EPSCO Incorporated, or any other agency contracted with 
the LEA to deliver personnel services. 
NOTES:   

• A Student Intern may not serve in any of the roles listed above.  A Student Intern can only monitor hallways 
and/or assist students taking a break.  

 
• In the event that an individual who holds an out-of-state teaching certificate is found to be in violation of test 

security, the ALSDE’s OGC has the right to pursue revocation of the certificate.  
 

• It is the responsibility of the Superintendent and the System Test Coordinator to ensure that the individuals 
who serve in these roles have been properly vetted according to these guidelines.  Caution should be taken 
when placing someone into these roles.  Employees who have had test security violations in the past must 
not be permitted to participate in any aspect of the Student Assessment Program.  Anyone who serves in 
these roles must be trained on test security and test procedures for the particular assessment in which they 
will participate.  A copy of the following signed forms must be kept on file by the System Test Coordinator:  

 Test Security Policy 
 Alabama Ethics in Test Administration 
 Security and Confidentiality Statement for the Administering and Reporting of Student Data 

on the Website 
 Alabama State Department of Education Policy Use of Digital Device During the 

Administration of a Secure Test 
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Appendix A: System Test Security Plan 
 
The System Test Security Plan is a comprehensive collection of procedures and actions that serve as a guide to 
ensure test security is protected at all levels within the system.  The Superintendent and the System Test 
Coordinator are ultimately responsible for completing the plan.  The System Test Security Plan will be uploaded 
to the Caveon portal, where it will be reviewed by the Alabama State Department of Education. Each year, the plan 
will be reviewed by the Superintendent and the System Test Coordinator.  If changes are made, the new plan will 
be uploaded to the Caveon portal.  If changes are not made, there is no need to enter a new plan, but page 1 will be 
signed and uploaded. 
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System Test Security Plan 

System Name: ___________________________      Date Submitted: _________________            

Maintaining assessment security is one of the most important responsibilities of the Superintendent and the System Test 
Coordinator (STC).  At all times, system and state procedures for protecting secure assessment materials must be followed.  
Assessment security is vital to the successful administration of any assessment.  Thus, the Superintendent and the STC are 
responsible for ensuring the security of not only the physical test booklets, but also the individual assessment questions and 
materials.  

The signatures of the Superintendent and the STC confirm that the requirements below are met. The signature page (first 
page) must be signed, dated, and uploaded to the Caveon portal for review by the Alabama State Department of Education 
(ALSDE), Student Assessment Office. System Test Security Plans should be reviewed annually for any changes.  If changes are 
made, the plan must be resubmitted in the Caveon portal.  

Section I.  Assurance Statements: 

The Superintendent and the STC will ensure the following requirements are met: 

1. The Superintendent and all system and school personnel involved in testing have participated in training 
on all parts contained in the Alabama Student Assessment Integrity Handbook for Test Administration, 
as well as, any applicable testing information provided to STCs by the Alabama State Department of 
Education (ALSDE). 
 

2. A secure storage location has been selected for the Central Office and for each school.  Each secure storage 
location meets the following requirements: 

 2-lock rule (a locked cabinet or closet inside a locked room) 
 Walls are permanent and extend to the ceiling with no gaps 
 Not accessible through a window or dropped ceiling 
 Locks cannot be accessed with a master key 
 Not accessible to unauthorized users. Only the Superintendent and the STC have the key 

to the Central Office secure storage, and only the Principal and the Building Test 
Coordinator (BTC) have a key to the school secure storage. 
 

3. For all cases of suspected or documented irregularities involving test violations, all testing staff will 
cooperate fully with ALSDE and the test vendor, and respond to requests for information in a timely 
manner.       
 

4. Each school has in place a digital device collection plan for the collection of devices from Local Education 
Agency/school personnel and students prior to entering the test room. 
 

___________________________________            ________________________________                                                                                        

Superintendent’s Signature                                                                              System Test Coordinator’s Signature 

  

____________________________________________       ________________________________________ 

                  Date                                                                                                                                    Date 
This page MUST be scanned and uploaded into the Caveon portal. This is the only page that will be uploaded.  The rest of 

the information in this plan will be manually entered into the portal.  Do not scan and upload the entire plan. 
 
 Select one of the boxes below                                         Annual Review 
 There are no changes to the System Test Security Plan. 

 
Page 1 must be signed, dated, scanned, and uploaded into the 
Caveon portal. 

 There are changes to the System Test Security Plan. Page 1 must be signed, dated, scanned, and uploaded into the 
Caveon portal and the current revised plan manually entered. 

 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             Page 1 
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Section II:  Training 
 
The STC will ensure that training is conducted for each state assessment and for each person identified on the 
LEA Report of Training.  The STC will provide training within 3-4 weeks of each assessment and the BTC will 
provide training within 2 weeks of each assessment.  
 
The BTC and/or the STC will keep a copy of all training documentation on file at the school.  This information 
will also be uploaded into the Caveon portal immediately upon the close of the training session(s).  
 
The STC will keep a copy of all training documentation on file at the Central Office.  This information will also 
be uploaded into the Caveon portal immediately upon the close of the training session(s).  
 
The following documentation must be uploaded to the Caveon portal. 
Documentation Y/N 
Local Education Agency (LEA) Report of Training for each assessment  
  
Test Security Policy for each person who attended training  
  
Alabama Ethics in Test Administration form for each person who attended training   
  
Security and Confidentiality Statement for the Administering and Reporting of Student Data on 
the Web Site for each person who attended training 

 

  
ALSDE Policy: Use of Digital Device During the Administration of a Secure Test for each person 
who attended training 

 

         
Section III: Test Security 
The system and each school must have a secure storage area where test materials can be stored safely when not in 
use. The STC is responsible for approving each secure storage location in all schools. The secure 
storage location must meet the requirements listed in the Assurance Statements in Section I.  
 
In the space below, give a detailed description of the secure storage area for the system. Be clear and 
descriptive. Include information about the size of the room, windows, if any, and how they are covered, and doors 
(type).  If there are other materials in the room in addition to test materials, include this information.  Include the 
names and positions of all personnel who have keys to the secure storage.  
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Section IV: Handling of Test Materials 
 
All secure test materials are accounted for before, during, and after testing.  In the space below, describe in detail 
the process for receiving test materials once they have arrived from the test vendor.  
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In the space below, describe in detail, the process for distributing test materials to each school. 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In the space below, describe in detail, the process for collecting test materials from each school. 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Section V: Security of Online Assessments 
 
The STC ensures that Technology Coordinators are trained on each assessment regarding specific information for 
computers and allowable devices.  Check below that each of the requirements have been met. 
 
Requirements Y/N 
Technology Coordinators have been trained by the STC on each individual assessment, have been  
provided with the appropriate manuals and training materials, and have attended any additional training  
required by the test vendor. 

 

  
The Superintendent and the STC ensure that online assessments are given using a “locked down”  
testing browser.  Disabling the lock-down is strictly prohibited. 

 

  
The Superintendent and the STC ensure that computers/devices used for testing are configured to  
prevent examinees from accessing any application, browser, content, or other service. 

 

  
The Superintendent and the STC ensure that all software applications, including, but not limited to,   
internet browsers, cameras (still and video), screen capture programs (live and recorded such as Skype), 
email, instant messaging, application switching, media players (such as iTunes), and printing are closed 
before testing begins.  

 

  
The STC ensures that schools maintain administrator rights to any laptops/computers or allowable 
devices to ensure they meet all technical requirements.  If student-issued computers or devices are used  
for testing, they must remain in a locked down mode during testing. 

 

 
Section VI:  Test Security Violations 
The Superintendent ensures that in the event of a test security violation, the Student Assessment Procedures for 
Investigation of Alleged Test Security Violations (Appendix N), located in the Alabama Student Assessment 
Program Integrity Handbook for Test Administration, are followed.  In the cases of suspected or documented 
irregularities, all testing staff will cooperate fully with the test vendor and the ALSDE in subsequent investigations, 
and respond to requests for information in a timely manner.  
 
In detail, describe the process used by the STC to report irregularities to the Superintendent, the ALSDE, and/or 
the testing vendor. 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix B:  School Test Security Plan 
 
The School Test Security Plan is a comprehensive collection of procedures and actions that serve as a guide to 
ensure test security is protected in the school.  The Principal and the Building Test Coordinator are ultimately 
responsible for completing the plan.  Once the School Test Security Plan is complete, the System Test 
Coordinator will review it and inform the Principal and Building Test Coordinator that it has been 
approved.  The School Test Security Plan will then be uploaded to the Caveon Portal, where it will be reviewed by 
the Alabama State Department of Education. Each year, the plan will be reviewed by the Principal and the Building 
Test Coordinator. If changes are made, the new plan will be uploaded to the Caveon Portal.  If changes are not 
made, there is no need to upload a new plan, but page 1 will be signed and uploaded. 
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School Test Security Plan 

School Name: ___________________________      Date Submitted: ___________________            

Maintaining assessment security is one of the most important responsibilities of the Principal and the Building Test 
Coordinator (BTC).  At all times, system and state procedures for protecting secure assessment materials must be followed.  
Assessment security is vital to the successful administration of any assessment.  Thus, the Principal and the BTC are 
responsible for ensuring the security of not only the physical test booklets, but also the individual assessment questions and 
materials.   

The signatures of the Principal and the BTC confirm that the requirements below are met.  The signature page (first page) 
must be signed, dated, and uploaded to the Caveon portal for review by the Alabama State Department of Education (ALSDE), 
Student Assessment Office. School Test Security Plans should be reviewed annually for any changes.  If changes are made, the 
plan must be resubmitted in the Caveon portal.  

Section I.  Assurance Statements: 

The Principal and the BTC will ensure the following requirements are met: 

1. The Principal and all school personnel involved in testing have participated in training on all parts contained in the 
Alabama Student Assessment Program Integrity Handbook for Test Administration, as well as, any applicable 
testing information provided to the BTCs by the System Test Coordinator (STC) and the ALSDE. 

 
2. A secure storage location has been selected for the school.  Each secure storage location meets the following 

requirements: 
 2-lock rule (a locked cabinet or closet inside a locked room) 
 Walls are permanent and extend to the ceiling with no gaps 
 Not accessible through a window or dropped ceiling 
 Locks cannot be accessed with a master key 
 Not accessible to unauthorized users. Only the Principal and the BTC have a key to the school secure 

storage. 
 

3. For all cases of suspected or documented irregularities involving test violations, all testing staff will cooperate fully 
with ALSDE and the test vendor, and respond to requests for information in a timely manner.   
     

4. The Principal and the BTC work with school staff to ensure that students are only receiving allowable accessibility and 
accommodation supports that are provided regularly in the classroom. 
 

5. All test rooms are free from any disturbances in the hallways and outside of the building.  Halls are properly monitored 
by trained staff.  
 

6. There is a digital device collection plan in place for the collection of devices from Local Education Agency/school 
personnel and students prior to entering the test room.  

___________________________________                ___________________________________                                                           

Principal’s Signature                                      Building Test Coordinator’s Signature  

 

____________________________________________  ____________________________________________ 

                                                    Date                                                                                                                                       Date 
This page MUST be scanned and uploaded into the Caveon portal. This is the only page that will be uploaded.  The rest of 

the information in this plan will be manually entered into the portal.  Do not scan and upload the entire plan. 
 
  Select one of the boxes below                                     Annual Review 

 There are no changes to the School Test Security Plan. 
 

Page 1 must be signed, dated, scanned, and uploaded 
into the Caveon portal. 

 There are changes to the School Test Security Plan. Page 1 must be signed, dated, scanned, and uploaded 
into the Caveon portal and the current revised plan 
manually entered.  

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Page 1 
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Section II:  Training 
The BTC will provide training to every person involved in testing within 2 weeks of each assessment. 
 
The BTC and/or the STC will keep a copy of all training documentation.  This information will 
also be loaded into the Caveon portal immediately upon the close of the training session(s).  
 
The following documentation must be uploaded to the Caveon portal. 
Documentation Y/N 
Local Education Agency (LEA) Report of Training for each assessment  
  
Test Security Policy for each person who attended training  
  
Alabama Ethics in Test Administration form for each person who attended training   
  
Security and Confidentiality Statement for the Administering and Reporting of Student Data on 
the Web Site for each person who attended training 

 

  
ALSDE Policy: Use of Digital Device During the Administration of a Secure Test for each person 
who attended training 

 

 
Section III: Test Security 
The school must have a secure storage area where test materials can be stored safely when not in use. The STC is 
responsible for approving each secure storage location in all schools. The secure storage location must 
meet the requirements listed in the Assurance Statements in Section I.  
 
In the space below, give a detailed description of the secure storage area for the school. Be clear and descriptive. 
Include information about the size of the room, windows, if any, and how they are covered, and doors (type).  If 
there are other materials in the room in addition to test materials, include this information.  Include the names 
and positions of all personnel who have keys to the secure storage.  
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
There must be a digital device collection plan for the collection of devices from school personnel and students prior 
to entering the test room. In the space below, explain how digital devices are collected. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Section IV: Handling of Test Materials 
 
All secure test materials are accounted for before, during, and after testing.  In the space below, describe in detail 
the process for receiving test materials once they have been picked up from the STC.  
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In the space below, describe in detail, the process for distributing test materials to each Test Administrator. 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In the space below, describe in detail, the process for collecting test materials from each Test Administrator. 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Section V: Security of Online Assessments 
 

The Principal and the BTC ensure that technology personnel are trained on each assessment regarding specific 
information for computers and allowable devices.  Check below that each of the requirements have been met. 

Requirements N/A Y/N 
Technology personnel are trained on all technological aspects for each individual assessment and  
have been provided with the appropriate manuals and training materials. 

  

   
Computers/devices used for testing meet all of the minimum requirements and pass all site  
readiness checkpoints.  

  

   
Schools maintain administrator rights to any allowed devices to ensure they  meet all technical  
requirements, including student-issued computers/devices. 

  

   
Computers/devices used for testing are configured to prevent examinees from accessing any 
application, browser, content, or other service during testing.  

  

   
Computers/devices are set up with the correct browser for testing.   
   
Online assessments are given using a “locked-down” testing browser. Disabling the lock-down is 
strictly prohibited.  

  

   
All software applications, including, but not limited to, internet browsers, cameras, (still and video),  
screen capture programs (live and recorded such as Skype), email, instant messaging, application  
switching, media players (such as iTunes), and printing are closed before testing begins.  

  

 
Section VI:  Test Security Violations 
The Principal ensures that in the event of a test security violation, the Student Assessment Procedures for 
Investigation of Alleged Test Security Violations (Appendix N), located in the Alabama Student Assessment 
Program Integrity Handbook for Test Administration, are followed.  In the cases of suspected or documented 
irregularities, all testing staff will cooperate fully with the test vendor and the ALSDE in subsequent investigations, 
and respond to requests for information in a timely manner.  
 
In detail, describe the process used by the: 

 Test Administrator to report irregularities to the BTC. 
 The BTC to report irregularities to the Principal, STC and/or the test vendor. 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Section VII:  Emergency Plan 
 
In the event of the emergencies listed below, procedures will be implemented to ensure the security of all test 
materials, including tests that are in progress on computers/devices, as well as the safety of those persons 
responsible for handling materials.  Describe procedures to be followed for the following emergency situations.  
 
Fire Drill/Tornado Warning: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Lock-Down/Intruder: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C: LEA Report of Training Form 
 
The LEA Report of Training form is used by both the System Test Coordinator and the Building Test 
Coordinator to document the training requirements that must be met prior to the administration of a state 
assessment.  A copy of the LEA Report of Training document must be uploaded to the Caveon portal, along with 
all supporting documentation. 
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                                                        Local Education Agency (LEA) 
Report of Training 

DIRECTIONS: Complete this form prior to the administration of each state assessment.        Date: _____________________________ 
 

________________________________________________  _________________________________________________ 
                                                             Name of System                           Name of System Test Coordinator/Building Test Coordinator 

 

___________________________________________________________________________  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                             Assessment(s)                                                                                                                                                                   School 

CHECK ALL PERSONNEL WHO ATTENDED THIS TRAINING: 
   _____   Superintendent           _____   Principal                                 _____   Native Language 
   _____   Interim Superintendent                         _____   Assistant Principal                                  Interpreter 
   _____   Interim System Test Coordinator         _____   Test Administrator                               _____   Sign Language 
   _____   System Special Ed. Coordinator                        _____   Alternate Test Administrator                                Interpreter  
   _____   System 504 Coordinator          _____   Proctor                                                        _____   Test Accommodations    
   _____   System ESL Coordinator                                     _____   Alternate Proctor                                                     Coordinator (TAC) 
   _____   System Technology Coordinator                        _____   Scribe                                                          _____   Alternate TAC 
   _____   Building Test Coordinators                        _____   Monitor (Central Office/School)                                              
   _____   Interim Building Test Coordinator                                 _____   Reader                                                  

ASSESSMENT TRAINING REQUIREMENTS:                                                                                                                    Y/N 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 N/A                                         
Distribute and review the Alabama Student Assessment Program Handbook for Test Administration, emphasizing the 
LEA role description and responsibilities. 

 

 
Distribute and review, in detail, material provided by the Alabama State Department of Education that pertains to 
test administration (Test Administrator Manuals, Alerts, applicable handbooks, etc.). 

 

 
Explain, in detail, the procedures for handling pupil misconduct, irregularities, dismissal procedures, breaks, and 
timing of assessments. 

 

 
Explain the guidelines for determining who should participate in a state assessment, make-up testing, and 
homebound testing. 

 

 
Distribute and review the Alabama State Department of Education Student Assessment Program Policies and Procedures 
for Students of Special Populations manual and all applicable documentation related to the use of accessibility and 
accommodation supports for each specific assessment.  

 

 
Distribute a copy of the LEA test schedule for each school.  
TEST SECURITY TRAINING REQUIREMENTS: 

Explain the Alabama Educator Code of Ethics, emphasizing ethical and unethical behavior/practice in preparation 
and administration of assessments and the Alabama Ethics in Test Administration form.* 

 

 
Explain the Guidelines for Security and Confidentiality and the System or School Test Security Plan, emphasizing the 
criteria for the secure storage area. 

 

 
Explain, in detail, the Test Security Policy.*  
 
Explain the Security and Confidentiality Statement for the Administering and Reporting of Student Data on the Website.*  
 
Explain the Alabama State Department of Education Policy Use of Digital Device During the Administration of a Secure 
Test* and Suggested Guidelines for the Search of Digital Devices Seized During the Administration of a Secure Test. 

 

 
Explain Student Assessment Procedures for Investigation of Alleged Test Security Violations.  

*Each form noted must be uploaded in Caveon for each attendee.                                                                                                            Page 1
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                                               LEA Report of Training 
  
                                               Face-Face   Virtual                                                                               Face-Face   Virtual 
 

Training Conducted for System            Training Conducted for School(s)                       
     

                   Name of school(s) 
___________________________________              ___________________________________ 
 

___________________________________              ___________________________________ 
   
___________________________________              ___________________________________ 
  

My signature below indicates that I have been trained on either the Assessment Training Requirements (page 1 
of this document) or the Test Security Training Requirements (page 1 of this document) or both. 

 

Printed Name of Attendee Signature of Attendee Responsibility in 
Administration 

Indicate Central Office or  
Name of School 

    

 
 

   

 
 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

                                     

                                  ______________________________________________________ 
                                                          Signature of System Test Coordinator/Building Test Coordinator 
 

My signature indicates that I have provided training to the personnel whose signatures appear on this document on either 
the Assessment Training Requirements (page 1 of this document) or the Test Security Training Requirements (page 1 of this 
document) or both. 
 

NOTES:  
 A copy of this form must be kept on file with the System Test Coordinator.   
 A minimum of two alternate Test Administrators and two alternate Proctors MUST be trained. 
 No person may administer, read, scribe, interpret, proctor, or monitor without participating in this required training. 
 Personnel acting in any of the roles identified on page 1 of this document must be trained by either the System Test 

Coordinator and/or the Building Test Coordinator.                                                                                                            Page 2                                                                                                                                                                           
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Additional Sign-in Space 
 
My signature below indicates that I have been trained on either the Assessment Training Requirements or the 
Test Security Training Requirements or both. 
 
Printed Name of 
Attendee 

Signature of Attendee Responsibility in 
Administration 

Indicate Central Office or  
Name of School 
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Appendix D: Guidelines for Monitoring a State Assessment 
 
The Guidelines for Monitoring a State Assessment provides clear guidance for both the School Monitor and the 
Central Office Monitor.  Also included is guidance for Hall Proctors.  System Test Coordinators should review this 
document with all monitors to ensure a complete understanding of this process. 
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Guidelines for Monitoring a State Assessment 
 

All monitors from the LEA must be certified full-time administrators (Principals, Assistant Principals, system-level 
directors, etc.) who have been trained by the System Test Coordinator.  Monitors will use the State Assessment Test 
Room Monitoring Form (Appendix E) to document each administration. 

 

Prior to the Test 
 Arrive at the test site no later than 30 minutes prior to the time students will report. 
 Locate the Principal and present identification. 
 Determine the testing schedule for the day and the location of the testing rooms. 
 Observe pre-test activities such as pre-test briefing sessions, distribution of materials, and 

preparation of testing rooms, but do not respond to questions about testing procedures or test 
materials.  Instead, direct the BTC to the Test Administration Manual or, if needed, contact the 
Student Assessment Office.  

 

During the Test 
 If you elect to observe an administration from beginning to end, enter the selected classroom and 

sit in an area out of the way of students, TAs, and Proctors.  
 Do not respond to questions from students or the testing staff. Instead, direct them to the BTC.  
 If you elect to observe all classrooms testing, it is best to stand at the door and look into each 

room,    making every effort to minimize distracting students, TAs, or Proctors. 
 If you observe a student or Test Administrator/Proctor engaging in prohibited behavior or you 

feel the integrity of the test has been compromised, inform the BTC.  
 

What to Look For 
 Staff appears organized, trained, and prepared. 
 Test materials are secure before, during, and after testing. 
 Student check-in is orderly (ACT with Writing/Pre-ACT, and ACT WorkKeys only). 
 Cell phones are collected prior to students entering the testing room. 
 Students are directed to their assigned seat. 
 Verbal instructions are clear and verbatim. 
 Test is timed accurately. 
 Staff actively monitors the test, walking around the room periodically. 
 Staff does not engage in disruptive or distracting activities such as talking, using cell phones or 

other devices. 
 Students are not allowed entry into the testing room after test materials are distributed. 
 Test integrity with the test materials, computers or devices, and with testing staff.  

 
Hall Proctor: 

 Hall Proctors must be trained on the procedures for handling an immediate issue (student, or Test 
Administrator has to go to the restroom, student gets sick, etc.). 

 Hall Proctors must periodically walk past each testing room to ensure that the Test Administrator 
does not have an immediate issue that needs to be addressed.  

 Hall Proctors must have a way of communicating an emergency to the BTC or Principal. 
 Hall Proctors must ensure that the hallways are kept completely quiet at all times. 
 Hall Proctors are allowed to perform other duties such as grading papers and may have reading 

material as long as he/she is closely monitoring the hall and each testing room and performing 
the duties above. 
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IMPORTANT 
 

 Monitors must use the State Assessment Test Room Monitoring Form for each 
administration that is observed. Record your observations on the back of the form.  
Document everything you can. 

 Monitors must not interfere with the administration of an assessment. 
 Monitors are not allowed to have cell phones or other devices in the testing room. 
 When talking with members of the testing staff, keep your comments objective and 

general; do not be too congratulatory or too critical. Avoid giving potentially 
inaccurate information. 

 If the monitor observes a violation of test security and feels the integrity of the test is in 
jeopardy, the Principal should be notified immediately.  The Principal or BTC will then 
notify the STC who, in turn, will contact the Student Assessment Office. 
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Appendix E: State Assessment Test Room Monitoring Form 
 
The State Assessment Test Room Monitoring Form is used by both the School Monitor and the Central Office 
Monitor, as well as Alabama State Department of Education staff, to document the observation of a state 
assessment.  This form may be shared with the Building Test Coordinator and the System Test Coordinator to help 
inform and guide training and to make adjustments or corrections, if needed. 
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State Assessment Test Room Monitoring Form 
Monitor: __________________ ______ _____________  Date: _________________________________________ 

  ALSDE Staff               Central Office Staff                              School Administrator 
 

Test: __________________________________________              Paper Test            Online Test 
 

School Name: ___________________________________ Building Test Coordinator: _______________________ 
 
Test Administrator: ______________________________   Principal: _____________________________________  

             
Proctor(s): ________________________________________        Time: _______    #Staff _______   #Examinees ______  

 

Seating:          ____ Carrels/Workstations     _____ Desks     _____ Tables      _____  Students per table 
 
 
 

OBSERVATIONS 
 

 
 Y 

 
N 

 
N/A 

1. Student IDs checked for admission/students identity verified (ACT with Writing, PreACT,  and ACT 
WorkKeys only) 

   

2. Cell phones were collected prior to the administration of the test    

3. ALSDE cell phone/device policy followed     

4. Students directed to assigned seats    
5. Seating chart is available     
6. Student computers/devices are enabled for testing    
7. Printers are disabled    
8. Bulletin boards and walls with information pertaining to the subject tested are covered    
9. Room is set up according to testing mode (ex: paper testers are facing the Test Administrator)    
10. Distance between students is appropriate    
11. At least 2 timepieces used (Do not use cell phones or any device capable of capturing or transferring 

information) 
   

12. Verbal instructions are clear and verbatim    
13. Materials are handed directly to students    
14. Staff are watching students and not participating in another activity (grading papers, reading, 

talking, etc.) 
   

15. Staff circulates around the room    
16. Proper classroom control is maintained, and students are on task during the testing period    
17. Students are assisted only with procedural aspects of the test (no assistance offered which could 

alter or influence a student’s response) 
   

18. Breaks are given at the correct time    
19. Breaks are supervised    

20. Test irregularities are documented    

21. Testing room is quiet and free from bells, intercom, noise in hallway, or outside disturbances     

22. Test materials are out of students’ reach and view    

23. Book bags, purses, snacks, and drinks are out of students’ reach    

24. Test materials are kept secure during test administration (never unattended)    

25. Student’s test materials collected if student left the room    

26. Test materials collected from student immediately upon completion of test    

27. Test materials collected by Building Test Coordinator immediately after testing is completed    

 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    Page 1 
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NOTES 
 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
                                    Page2 
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Appendix F: Irregularity Report 
 
The Irregularity Report is used to document any unplanned or unexpected incident that occurs during the 
administration of a state assessment.  This report should be given immediately to the Building Test Coordinator 
who will inform the System Test Coordinator of the incident.  If the incident is a major irregularity, the System 
Test Coordinator will submit an Irregularity Report to the Student Assessment Office. If the incident is a 
procedural irregularity, the report will not need to be submitted to the Student Assessment Office, but will be 
kept on file at the school. However, this report may also be submitted directly to the Student Assessment Office.  
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IRREGULARITY REPORT 
 

System:              School:  
 

Test:  __      Date of Incident:   _____ 
 

Test Administrator/ 
Room Supervisor  _________      Proctor:  _____  
 

  Subject(s) Tested: ___________________________      Mode: _____ Paper          _____ Online 

  Location: _________________________________     How many students were affected? _____________ 
  

School personnel should complete this report if unusual or unexpected circumstances have occurred (e.g., 
misconduct of student, illness of student, suspicion of cheating, interruption of testing) during the administration of a 
state assessment.  Once the report is completed, it should be given to the Building Test Coordinator.  

Note:  This report may be submitted directly to the Student Assessment Office. 

Persons Involved - List everyone directly involved in the incident being reported. 
 
____________________   ____________________           ____________________ 
 
____________________   ____________________           ____________________ 
  
____________________   ____________________           ____________________ 
 
In detail, describe the irregularity that occurred: 

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                        Page 1 
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In detail, describe how the irregularity was handled: 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                       
 
 

          _____________________________    _____________________________ 
            Name of Person Reporting Irregularity    Signature of Person Reporting Irregularity 
 
 

_____________________________    _____________________________ 
                                  Position/Title                            Date 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

               Page 2 
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Appendix G: Corrective Action Plan 
 
The Corrective Action Plan is used in situations where there were test security violations, negligible actions, or any 
other issue that would require improvement and changes.  The Corrective Action Plan is a step by step plan of 
action that is developed in order to achieve outcomes for a resolution of identified errors or negligence. The 
Corrective Action Plan serves as a means of monitoring to ensure the same problems do not occur again. 
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Corrective Action Plan 
 

When submitting this form, do not include confidential student information (e.g. SSID numbers or student names unless authorized to do 
so by the Student Assessment Office).  
 
Issue of Concern:                                                                                                                                                        
 
Location: _________________________  Date: ______________________ 
 
Explain in detail, the issue that was identified and is being addressed in this plan. 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Were students affected by the incident?     _____ YES  _____ NO 
 If yes, how many students were affected? ___________ 
 Was training provided for the issue of concern?     _____ YES _____ No 
 Who provided the training? _____________________  When: __________ 

 
 
Explanation of the incident: Explain in detail, exactly what occurred.  Do not omit any information, 
even if you feel it is not important.  
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
                    Page 1 
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Corrective Actions: Explain in detail the steps that will be put in place to ensure this incident does not occur 
again. Be sure to add the person(s) responsible for each of the actions. You may include their names and, if 
applicable, the school with which they are associated.  
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Signatures: (signatures are required). This includes the staff that were involved (e.g. Principal, Building Test 
Coordinator, Test Administrators, Proctors, etc.). The Principal must sign for each school reporting an incident. 
 
_________________________________  ____________________________ 
                                             Superintendent 

_________________________________  ____________________________ 
                                  System Test Coordinator 

_________________________________  ____________________________ 
                                                   Principal 

_________________________________  ____________________________ 
                                                  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
                                    Page 2 
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Appendix H: Alabama Educator Code of Ethics 
 
The Alabama Educator Code of Ethics must be presented to anyone involved in test administration.  This 
document outlines both ethical and unethical practices and illustrates professionally responsible behavior 
expected of all educators in Alabama.  
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Alabama Educator Code of Ethics 

Professional Ethics 
The primary goal of every educator in the state of Alabama must, at all times, be to provide an environment in 
which all students can learn. In order to accomplish that goal, educators must value the worth and dignity of 
every person, must actively support the pursuit of knowledge, and must fully participate in the nurturance of a 
democratic citizenry. To do so requires an adherence to a high ethical standard. 

 
The Alabama Educator Code of Ethics defines the professional behavior of educators in Alabama and serves as a 
guide to ethical conduct. The code protects the health, safety and general welfare of students and educators; 
outlines objective standards of conduct for professional educators; and clearly defines actions of an unethical 
nature.   

 
The following information is provided to illustrate professionally responsible and ethical practices, as outlined in 
the Alabama Educator Code of Ethics, in educational assessment, for use by all individuals engaged in the 
administration, interpretation, and use of state standardized assessments, and in the reporting of results from 
these assessments. These individuals include, but are not limited to, classroom teachers, principals, school 
psychologists, superintendents, district staff, ALSDE staff, and educational research and policy professionals. 
Standard 8 of the Alabama Educator Code of Ethics states the following: 
An educator should comply with state and federal laws and local school board policies relating to 
confidentiality of student and personnel records, standardized test materials, and other information covered 
by confidentiality agreements.  
Ethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

• Maintaining diligently the security of standardized test supplies and resources. 
 
Unethical conduct includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

• Violating confidentiality agreements related to standardized testing including copying or 
teaching identified test items, publishing or distributing test items or answers, discussing test 
items, and violating local school system or state directions for the use of tests or test items.  

 
Further examples of ethical and unethical practices are provided to illustrate the standards and principles of 
professionally responsible practices in the administration of state assessments.  
 
An unethical assessment practice is anything that would knowingly and deliberately harm a child or will not 
support or enhance student learning, (i.e., teaching the specific content from an assessment instrument) or 
anything violates the proprietary nature of the assessment (i.e., copying items by any means for reference or 
use). Teaching to a specific test does not enhance student learning, whereas, developing a curriculum based 
on the Alabama College- and Career-Ready Standards or the Alabama Extended Standards does. These 
standards provide the skills and knowledge that will be tested on the state academic assessments. 
 

Ethical Behavior/Practice in Preparation and Administration of Assessments 
1. Preparing students for the assessment of their achievement of standards by aligning curriculum and 

instruction to state content standards. 
2. Making changes in instruction that enhance student skills, learning, and achievement. 
3. Using released items or training items for professional development purposes. 
4. Using released items or training items to familiarize students with the different formats of items on the 

assessment and how to indicate responses. 
5. Increasing student motivation to do their best on the assessment through appeals to students, parents, and 

teachers and by encouraging students to show their best work. 
6. Familiarizing students with test-taking strategies. 
7. Reporting any violations, if they occur, of the prescribed assessment administration conditions to appropriate 

persons in the school, district, and ALSDE. (For some assessments, violations must also be reported to the 
test vendor.) 
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Unethical Behavior/Practice in Preparation and Administration of Assessments 
1. Developing curriculum based on the specific items of any state assessment, or preparing instructional 

objectives based on specific state assessment items and teaching accordingly, rather than developing 
objectives on the state standards. 

2. Presenting or sharing an actual test instrument or item(s) (including writing prompts) in a public forum or 
with the media (this includes discussion of items on current or past assessments with other individuals 
in or outside of the school). 

3. Making a copy of the state assessment, preparing a student study guide, or teaching the items on the test 
for a particular assessment. 

4. Copying the vocabulary words from the state assessment test, reading passages, or writing prompts, and 
using them as the basis for, or, incorporating them into classroom instruction. 

5. Copying test passages, test items, writing prompts, and/or student responses from an actual state 
assessment for any purpose including, but not limited to, their use in instructional planning, classroom 
instruction or assessment. 

Please note: Copying includes any means of duplicating an item. This may include memorization, text 
messaging, Morse code, scanning, photocopying, etc. 

6. Deviating from the prescribed administration procedures specified in the test administration manuals in order 
to assist student performance. 

7. Leaving visible “word walls” vocabulary posters, spelling words, multiplication tables, or any other aids that 
could artificially inflate student scores or that are expressly forbidden in assessment administration manuals. 

8. Scribing the essence of the student’s response, rather than scribing exact student responses, including 
grammatical errors and incorrect responses, when scribing is the accommodation. 

9. Telling students the correct response or allowing them to discuss answers among themselves 
10. Cueing, gesturing, hinting, encouraging, or asking or gesturing to students to reconsider responses to 

any items they have already answered.   
11. Allowing the use of notes or other materials which give students an opportunity to engage in practices that 

may give them an unfair advantage. 
12. Changing responses students have written or bubbled in on their answer documents. 
13. Attempting to score student responses on a state assessment before returning the tests to the appropriate 

vendor. 
14. Purposefully excluding students from the state assessment. 
15. Not providing students with allowable accommodations on the assessment, even though they are 

documented in a formal plan and are normally used during classroom assessments. 
16. Providing students with accommodations on the assessment that are not documented in a formal plan and/or 

not normally used during classroom assessments. 
17. Providing students with accommodations on the assessment that are not allowable accommodations 

according to the accommodations checklists. 
18. Discussing items or student responses with other staff members or students after the administration of the 

assessment. 
 
A breach of the Test Security Policy, or participation in any of the above unethical practices, may 
result in invalidation of test results for the school or system, as well as ALSDE disciplinary action, 
for those who violate test security.  Anyone involved in the administration of a state assessment 
must sign the Alabama Ethics in Test Administration form. 
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Appendix I: Alabama Ethics in Test Administration 
 
Any educator involved in the administration of a state assessment must be trained on and sign the Alabama Ethics 
in Test Administration form annually.  The signed form must be loaded into the Caveon portal and a copy kept 
on file in the LEA.  A signature certifies that the educator has been trained on professional and ethical practices, 
test security, handling test materials, and administering a state assessment. 
 
Link: Alabama Ethics in Test Administration 
 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Testing/Alabama%20Ethics%20in%20Test%20Administration.pdf
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         Alabama Ethics in Test Administration 
 

System Name:     

School Name or Central Office:   

This form must be completed and kept on file for each staff member involved in testing. 

 
My signature below verifies I have been trained on Professional  Ethics ,  including 
ethical/unethical practices, procedures for test security including the process for handling test 
materials, and administering a standardized assessment. I will follow fair and ethical practices to ensure 
the security, accuracy, and validity of all tests administered. 

 
I will not participate in the administration of any test for which I have not been 
specifically trained. I understand that only those employees holding a valid teaching certificate may 
administer a state test. 

 
I understand that failure to follow security procedures promulgated by the Alabama State Board of 
Education and published in the State Department of Education Administrative Code (290-040-020-
.04), the Alabama Student Assessment Program Test Integrity Handbook, and any 
applicable test administrator manuals may result in disciplinary action by the local board of education 
and/or revocation of my teaching certificate by the Alabama State Department of Education. 
 
 

_______________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Person Involved in Testing 

 
 

________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Person Involved in Testing 

 
 

________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                            Date 
 
[   ]    ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 
[   ]    Alternate ACCESS for ELLs 
[   ]    ACT with Writing 
[   ]    ACT WorkKeys 
[   ]    Alabama Alternate Assessment   
[   ]    Pre-ACT 
[   ]    Scantron  
[   ]    WIDA Screener Online 
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Appendix J: Test Security Policy 
 
Any educator involved in the administration of a state assessment must be trained on the Test Security Policy 
annually.  This policy must be signed and kept on file in the Local Education Agency and/or school and uploaded 
to the Caveon portal.  A signature certifies that the educator has read the policy and agrees to abide by each of the 
security procedures.  
 
Link: Test Security Policy and Confidentiality Forms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Testing/Test_Security_Policy_and_Confidentiality_Forms.pdf
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TEST SECURITY POLICY 
 

Failure to follow security procedures promulgated by the Alabama State Board of Education 
and published in the Alabama State Board of Education, State Department of Education, 
Administrative Code (290-040-020-.04), the Student Assessment Handbook, and the test 
administrator manuals may result in disciplinary action by the local board of education and/or 
revocation of the teaching certificate by the Alabama State Department of Education. The following 
list, although not exhaustive, has been provided to identify specific actions which are inappropriate 
and violate, in spirit and intent, the stated policy: 

 

1. To photocopy or in any way reproduce or disclose secure test items (including pilot 
materials) or student responses before, during, or after administering the assessment. 

 
2. To review, read, or look at test items or student responses before, during, or after 

administering the assessment, unless specifically permitted in the test administrator’s 
manuals. 

 
3. To give students answers to test questions using verbal or nonverbal cues before, during, 

or after administering the assessment. 
 
4. To alter student responses on answer documents. 

 
5. To alter the test procedures stated in the test administrator’s manuals. 

 
6. To allow students to use notes, references, or other aids unless the test administrator’s 

manual specifically allows. 
 
7. To have in one’s personal possession secure test materials except during specified testing dates. 

 
8. To allow students to view or practice secure test items before or after the scheduled 

testing times. 
 
9. To make or have in one’s possession answer keys for secure tests. 

 
10. To leave secure test materials in non-secure locations and/or unattended by professional staff. 

 
11. To fail to report a test security violation. 

 
By signing my name to this document, I certify that I have read the above policy and agree to abide 
by established test security procedures. 

 
 

Printed Name: ____________________  Signature: _______________________ 
 
Position: ________________________  System: _________________________ 
 
School: _________________________  Date: ___________________________ 
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Appendix K:  Security and Confidentiality Statement for the Administering and 
Reporting of Student Data on the Web Site 
 
Any educator who will have access to student data provided by the Alabama State Department of Education must 
be trained on and sign the Security and Confidentiality Statement for the Administering and Reporting of Student 
Data on the Web Site annually. The signed form must be loaded into the Caveon portal and a copy kept on file in 
the LEA.  A signature certifies that any information obtained from the data will not be shared with other 
individuals. User names and passwords must not be shared.  Only full-time staff who have an educational interest 
in the student data may have access. 
 
Link: Test Security Policy and Confidentiality Forms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Testing/Test_Security_Policy_and_Confidentiality_Forms.pdf
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Security and Confidentiality 
Statement for the Administering and 

Reporting of Student Data on the 
Website 

 
The Alabama Department of Education provides educational data through the World Wide Web system 
as it relates to student assessment. This data system contains confidential information about students 
including test scores and other personal information.  This system is password protected and requires 
a user ID and an assigned password for access. The system is not for public use, and any student 
information from the system must not be disclosed to anyone other than a state, system, or school 
official as defined by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA). 

 
An official as defined in the law is a person employed by the state, system, or school such as an 
administrator, supervisor, System Test Coordinator, Building Test Coordinator, or Principal. It is a 
requirement that this person be a full-time employee and has a legitimate educational interest. This 
person has a legitimate educational interest if he/she needs to review an educational record in order to 
fulfill his or her professional responsibility.  Curiosity does not qualify as a right to know. 

 
School officials who are granted a password to this system must abide by FERPA law. Disclosure of 
passwords to anyone other than an authorized official(s) is prohibited and may result in disciplinary 
action. 

 
For more information on FERPA, see t h e  U.S.  Department of Education’s Web page at 
http://www.ed.gov/offices/OM/fpco/ferpa/. 

 

I hereby certify that I will maintain the confidentiality of student data accessed through this data system, 
and I will not share the password with unauthorized individuals. 

 
If I leave the position that allowed me access to this data system, I will neither access nor disclose any 
data previously accessed through this system. To do so would be in violation of federal law and state 
directives. 

 
__________________________________________               _____________________________________  
                                Name (Printed)           Signature                                                                             
                   
_____________________________   __________________________ 
                        Position/Title                                                                                         School    
 

_____________________________           __________________________  
                                       System           Date    
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.ed.gov/offices/OM/fpco/ferpa/
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Appendix L:  Alabama State Department of Education Policy Use of Digital Device 
During the Administration of a Secure Test  

 

The Alabama State Department of Education Policy Use of Digital Device During the Administration of a Secure 
Test must be signed annually by all staff who will be involved in the administration of a state assessment.   The 
signed form must be loaded into the Caveon portal and a copy kept on file in the LEA. A signature certifies that the 
individual has been trained on the school and student policy for having in one’s possession, use of and implications 
of the use of, a cell phone by an educator or student.  
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Alabama State Department of Education Policy 
Use of Digital Device During the Administration of a Secure Test 

School Personnel Policy 

School personnel involved in administration of state testing may not use digital devices (including but not limited 
to cell phones, smart watches, MP3 players, cameras, or other telecommunication devices capable of capturing 
or relaying information) during test administration. Violation(s) may result in disciplinary action/certification 
revocation.  Additional disciplinary action may be taken by the local education agency (LEA). 

 
Student Policy 
The possession of a digital device (including but not limited to cell phones, smart watches, MP3 players, 
cameras, or other telecommunication devices capable of capturing or relaying information) is strictly prohibited 
during the administration of a secure test. If a student is observed in possession of a digital device during the 
administration of a secure test then the device will be confiscated. 

 
If a student is observed using a digital device during the administration of a secure test, testing for the student 
will cease, the device will be confiscated and is subject to search, the student will be dismissed from testing, and 
the student’s test will be invalidated. 

 
LEA personnel will make all students, parents and/or guardians aware of this prohibition through inclusion of this 
policy in the Student Code of Conduct Handbook and other regularly used modes of communication. 

 
 
_____________________________     _____________________________ 
             Name (Typed or Printed)                                                                                                          Signature     
 
______________________     ______________________ 
                              System                                                                                                                           School 
 
 
________________________________                               ________________________________ 
                          Position/Title                                                    Date 
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Appendix M: Alabama State Department of Education Suggested Guidelines for the 
Search of Digital Devices Seized During the Administration of a Secure Test 
 
The Alabama State Department of Education Suggested Guidelines for the Search of Digital Devices Seized 
During the Administration of a Secure Test should be presented along with the Alabama State Department of 
Education Policy Use of Digital Device During the Administration of a Secure Test so that educators understand 
clearly how to respond to situations that may require the seizure of a device during testing.  
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Alabama State Department of Education Suggested Guidelines for the Search of Digital 
Devices Seized During the Administration of a Secure Test 

 
Please note that these guidelines were created with the assumption that students (and preferably parents) have 
been notified (verbally and in writing when at all possible) that  

(1) the possession of a digital device is strictly prohibited during the administration of a secure test; 
(2) if the device is used during the administration of a secure test, the device will be confiscated and is 
subject to a search; and 
(3) if the device is used during the administration of a secure test, the student’s test will automatically be 

invalidated.   
 
School officials are encouraged to ensure that parents receive a copy of these guidelines prior to 
testing, and students are made aware of them as well.  

 
The suggested guidelines are as follows: 

 
1. Assuming that a student is observed in the possession of or use of a digital device during the 

administration of a secure test, the device will be confiscated by the Test Administrator. “Smart phones” 
should temporarily be turned off to help prevent any remote-access data-wipe. 

2. The Test Administrator should deliver the device as soon as practicable to a school administrator. 
3. A “chain of custody” list should be kept to record everyone who had possession of the device and when 

the device was transferred to someone else. The device should be stored by the school administrator in a 
secure location until the next step is taken. 

4. For the purposes of determining whether a search of a digital device should take place, the school 
administrator should: 

a. Learn the facts regarding the seizure of the device from the Test Administrator, and 
b. Determine whether it is reasonable under all the circumstances to believe that the student could 

have been using the device to cheat or for some other unpermitted purpose. 
5. If the school administrator determines that the student was merely in possession of the digital device, 

then it may be returned to the student in accordance with the school system’s policy. 
6. If the school administrator believes that it is reasonable to suspect that the student was using the device 

for an impermissible purpose, then he or she may search the device, limiting the search to only what is 
necessary to reasonably determine whether the student was cheating, copying secure test information, 
or violating a school rule. The school administrator should follow the local policy requirements regarding 
the search of student property. 

7. If no wrongful activity is discovered on the device then it may be returned to the student in accordance 
with the school system’s policy. 

8. If wrongful activity is discovered on the device regarding the test at issue or if other wrongful activity is 
inadvertently discovered on the device, then the school administrator should secure the device in 
accordance with the school system’s policy and notify the System Test Coordinator, school system 
attorney, or local superintendent as appropriate. 

9. If wrongful activity is discovered on a digital device the device should be immediately turned off after 
the search to help prevent a potential remote-access data-wipe. 

10. Any disciplinary actions should be taken in accordance with the school system’s disciplinary policy. 
11. Test irregularity reports should be completed in accordance with the Alabama State Department of 

Education’s student assessment handbook. 
12. In any situation involving the search and seizure of a student’s property, a school administrator should 

consult with his/her supervisor in accordance with the school system’s policy. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Revised May 18, 2011



 

Appendix N: Student Assessment Procedures for Investigation of Alleged Test Security 
Violations / Irregularities 
 

System Test Coordinators will review the following procedures for the investigation of a test security violation so 
that educators are familiar of the process. 
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Student Assessment Procedures for Investigation of Alleged Test Security  
Violations / Irregularities 

 1.   When Student Assessment receives information from any source about an alleged test security violation, a 
file is opened. 

2. The Local Education Agency (LEA) is contacted requesting that the LEA investigate the allegation. (In cases 
where the allegation is against someone in the central office, or at the request of the LEA, Student 
Assessment staff and/or the investigator out of the Alabama State Department of Education’s Office of 
General Counsel (OGC) may go on site to conduct the investigation.) 

3. Student Assessment staff gives the LEA direction on what data needs to be collected and sent to the 
Department.  (The data requested depends on the specifics of the allegation.) 

4. If appropriate, documentation should include training, irregularity reports, collection and distribution 
forms, seating charts, written statements, and signed test security policies. 

5. Student Assessment staff corresponds and creates a dialogue with the LEA in order to collect all forms of 
evidence and to aid the LEA in their investigation. 

6. If students are interviewed, a pre-determined list of questions is prepared and used in the interviews. Follow- 
up questions are asked as appropriate. 

7. If school personnel are interviewed, questions are asked appropriate to each person’s role and/or 
participation in the alleged violation. 

8. If appropriate, data are analyzed. 
9. If necessary, the State Department’s OGC is contacted and the case is discussed to determine appropriate 

action. Based upon the standards enumerated in law, regulations, and the Alford* decision, a determination 
is made whether to present the case to the State Department of Education’s Teacher Review Committee. 

10. A copy of the completed file is provided to both the State Department of Education’s OGC and the teacher 
certification office. 

11. Evidence is presented to the Teacher Review Committee. 
12. The Teacher Review Committee either recommends “action” or “no action,” serving to confirm and/or govern 

the investigation. 
13. If action is recommended, actions are then taken consistent with provisions of the Alabama State Department 

of Education’s Administrative Code and the Alabama Administrative Procedures Act. A hearing may be 
conducted and appropriate witnesses called, including Student Assessment staff, who may testify at the 
hearing. 

 
The procedures outlined above were developed in collaboration with the Alabama State Department of 
Education’s OGC. 
 
 
*Alford Decision:  (Alford v. Ingram)  
This case provides factors for the OGC to use when making a decision in regards to the revocation of an 
educator’s teaching certificate. 
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Appendix O: Alabama Student Assessment Program Homebound Testing Form 
 
The Alabama Student Assessment Program Homebound Testing Form is used when a student is unable to 
participate in the Student Assessment Program at the school.  The form must be submitted to the Student 
Assessment Office prior to testing, as approval is required.  
 
Link: Alabama Student Assessment Program Homebound Testing Form 
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Alabama State Department of Education, Student Assessment                                                                                                                     March 2016  
  

Alabama Student Assessment Program Homebound Testing Form 
 
A separate form must be completed by the System Test Coordinator for each student tested.  
Test Date(s): _____________________  
Assessment: _________________________________________________________________  
System: _____________________________________________________________________  
School: _____________________________________________________________________  
Test Administrator: ___________________________________________________________  
Proctor: _____________________________________________________________________  
Student Name: ______________________________________ SSID: ___________________  
DOB: _______________ Test Environment: ________________________________________  
Justification for Homebound Testing: ______________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________  
 
Guidelines for Homebound Testing  
Test booklets utilized in homebound testing should be securely bound and marked “Confidential” before they 
are released from the LEA distribution point to the Test Administrator/Room Supervisor and Proctor. The package 
should be opened only in the testing environment. Test booklets and answer documents should be securely bound 
again before they are transported back to the LEA distribution point. The Test Administrator/Room Supervisor’s 
Receipt and Return of Testing Materials must be signed by the Building or System Test Coordinator and the Test 
Administrator/Room Supervisor when they are picked up and when they are returned.  
One Test Administrator/Room Supervisor and one Proctor are required to administer an assessment to a student 
requiring homebound services. The Test Administrator/Room Supervisor and Proctor must be certificated. No 
other person, including family members, may be present in the room utilized for testing.  
When returned for scoring, an answer folder for any student tested in a homebound setting is packed with all other 
answer folders for the student’s school.  

 
 

This form must be submitted to Student Assessment prior to student testing.  
 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
System Test Coordinator Signature                                                                                                                                                                                             Date 

 
 
 
ALSDE Office Use only  
ALSDE Signature                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Date Approved 
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Appendix P: Temporary Medical Emergency Form 
 
The Temporary Medical Emergency Form is used for those students who incur an injury to an appendage, limb, 
or eye and are unable to write or manipulate a keyboard for an assessment.  In this case, it may be necessary for 
someone to scribe for the student in order for the student to be able to participate in the assessment.  This does 
not require approval from the Student Assessment Office. The form must be completed, signed by both the 
parent/guardian and the school official, and kept on file in the school for the remainder of the school year. 
 
Link: Temporary Medical Emergency Form 
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                                                                                                                                                       Revised January 2018  
Temporary Medical Emergency Form 

 
The Temporary Medical Emergency Form (TMEF) is to be used for students who have incurred a medical emergency 
such as an injured/broken appendage or an injury to the eye, and require a recording accommodation in order to 
participate in the Alabama Student Assessment Program.  
 
When selecting a recording accommodation, reference the Alabama Student Assessment Program Policies and 
Procedures for Students of Special Populations manual, Participation Documentation and Accommodations Checklists 
for Students Receiving 504 Services. Review Recording Accommodations for the assessment being administered and 
choose the appropriate accommodation for the student.  
 
Please note: For ACT with Writing, ACT approval is required for the use of a scribe to record answers. The following link has 
been provided to access more information regarding accommodations and seeking approval for the use of a scribe:  
https://www.act.org/content/dam/act/unsecured/documents/user-guide-test-accessibility-and-accommodations.pdf. 
  
Please note that a copy of the physician’s documentation must be submitted to ACT.  
 
Student Name: ____________________________________________ Grade: _____________________  
School: __________________________________________________ System: ____________________  
Description of Injury: __________________________________________________________________  
 
Assessment: _______________ Recording accommodation: __________________________________  
Assessment: _______________ Recording accommodation: ___________________________________  
Assessment: _______________ Recording accommodation: ___________________________________  
 
Parent/Guardian Signature: _________________________________________ Date: _______________  
 
Local Education Agency (LEA) Signature: _____________________________ Date: ______________  

 
 A copy of the physician’s documentation must be attached to this form.  
 Give a copy of the TMEF to the parent/guardian. Keep the original on file at the school for the remainder 

of the school year.  
 For other accommodations needed due to the nature of the injury contact Student Assessment Section at 

334-242-8038.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.act.org/content/dam/act/unsecured/documents/user-guide-test-accessibility-and-accommodations.pdf
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Appendix Q: Alabama Student Assessment Program Sign Language Interpreter 
Agreement 
 
The Alabama Student Assessment Program Sign Language Interpreter Agreement is signed by the Sign 
Language Interpreter to indicate that all guidelines and regulations of the Alabama Student Assessment Program 
will be followed, including the Alabama Student Assessment Program Sign Language Interpreter policies.  Sign 
Language Interpreters must be licensed and the license kept on file with the System Test Coordinator. Sign 
Language Interpreters must be trained on test security polices and sign all required test security forms.  
 
Link: Alabama Student Assessment Program Sign Language Interpreter Agreement 
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Alabama State Department of Education                                                                                          Revised January 2018  
Student Assessment  
  

Alabama Student Assessment Program 
Sign Language Interpreter Agreement 

 
Purpose of This Form: This form is signed by a sign language interpreter to indicate his or her consent to 
abide by the Alabama Student Assessment Program sign language interpreter policies. A sign language 
interpreter cannot serve as the test administrator. A separate form must be completed for each student 
with a sign language interpreter. Students using a sign language interpreter as an accommodation for 
directions only may need to test individually. Students using an interpreter for a reading accommodation 
must test individually.  
 
Instructions to Interpreters: Read the information and agreement below, and sign the form where 
indicated.  
 
Note: ACT WorkKeys requires the ACT WorkKeys State and District Special Testing Interpreter’s 
Agreement be completed and submitted to ACT. The form can be found in the ACT WorkKeys 
Administration Manual for State and District Testing.  
 
Test Date(s): _____________________  
                      _____________________  
System: _______________________________________________________________________              
School: ________________________________________________________________________              
Sign Language Interpreter: ______________________________________________________________  
Student Name: ________________________________________________________________                 
Name of Test and Subject(s): ____________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sign language interpreters must be licensed and the license must be on file with the System Test 
Coordinator. When using a sign language interpreter during the time oral instructions are given to the 
student, the interpreter may only interpret the directions for the student.  
When providing a sign language interpreter for a reading accommodation, refer to each specific state 
assessment to determine whether American Sign Language or Exact English Signing should be used. Sign 
language interpreters must not clarify, elaborate, paraphrase, or provide assistance with the meaning of 
words, intent of test questions, or responses to test items. The sign language interpreter is to interpret the 
test administrator as they read verbatim.  
If the Alabama State Department of Education determines that any explanation or additional information has 
been provided to a student, that any test materials were not read verbatim, or that the sing language 
interpreter did not meet the qualifications for test personnel, the student scores will be invalidated.  
“I certify that I have read, understand, and agree to administer the test in compliance with the Student 
Assessment Program and assure that the test items will be read verbatim with no explanation and no 
additional information provided to the student through interpreting.”  
 
 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Interpreter’s Signature Date  
 
 
Note: Building Test Coordinator must keep this form on file with state assessment training materials. 
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Appendix R: Alabama Student Assessment Program Native Language Interpreter 
Agreement 
 
The Alabama Student Assessment Program Native Language Interpreter Agreement is signed by the Native 
Language Interpreter to indicate that all guidelines and regulations of the Alabama Student Assessment Program 
will be followed, including the Alabama Student Assessment Program Sign Language Interpreter policies.  Native 
Language Interpreters must be trained on test security polices and sign all required test security forms.  
 
Link: Alabama Student Assessment Program Native Language Interpreter Agreement  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Native_Language_Interpreter_Agreement%201.9.2018.pdf
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Alabama State Department of Education                                                                                            Revised January 2018  
Student Assessment  
  

Alabama Student Assessment Program 
Native Language Interpreter Agreement 

 
Purpose of This Form: This form is signed by a native language interpreter to indicate his or her consent 
to abide by the Alabama Student Assessment Program interpreter policies. An interpreter cannot serve as 
the test administrator. A separate form must be completed for each student with a native language 
interpreter. Students using a native language interpreter as an accommodation for directions only may need 
to test individually.  
 
Instructions to Interpreters: Read the information and agreement below, and sign the form where 
indicated.  
 
Test Date(s): _____________________  
                      _____________________  
System: _______________________________________________________________________                
School: _______________________________________________________________________                              
Native Language Interpreter: ______________________________________________________                 
Student Name: ________________________________________________________________               _  
Name of Test and Subject(s): ______________________________________________________                
 
When using a native language interpreter during the time oral instructions are given to the student, the 
interpreter may only interpret the directions for the student.  
 
Native language interpreters must not clarify, elaborate, paraphrase, or provide assistance with the 
meaning of words, intent of test questions, or responses to test items. The interpreter is to interpret the test 
administrator as they read verbatim.  
 
If the Alabama State Department of Education determines that any explanation or additional information has 
been provided to a student, that any test materials were not read verbatim, or that the reader did not meet 
the qualifications for test personnel, the student scores will be invalidated.  
 
“I certify that I have read, understand, and agree to administer the test in compliance with the Student 
Assessment Program and assure that the test items will be read verbatim with no explanation and no 
additional information provided to the student through interpreting.”  
 
 
 
 Interpreter’s Signature                                                                                                                                                                                       Date  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Building Test Coordinator must keep this form on file with state assessment training materials. 
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Appendix S: Alabama Student Assessment Program Scribe Agreement 
 
The Alabama Student Assessment Program Scribe Agreement is signed by the Scribe to indicate that all 
guidelines and regulations of the Alabama Student Assessment Program will be followed, including the Alabama 
Student Assessment Program Scribe policies.  Scribes must be trained on test security polices and sign all required 
test security forms.  
 
NOTE: Scribes must be certified. A Scribe should only be used when no other options are available that allow the 
student to participate in the assessment.  
 
Link: Alabama Student Assessment Program Scribe Agreement  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Scribe_Agreement%201.09.2018.pdf
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Alabama State Department of Education, Student Assessment                                                                                                    Revised January 2018  
  

Alabama Student Assessment Program Scribe Agreement 
 

Purpose of This Form: This form is signed by a Scribe to indicate his or her consent to abide by the 
Alabama Student Assessment Program Scribe policies. A separate form must be completed by the Test 
Administrator for each student with a Scribe. Students using this accommodation must test individually.  
Instructions to Scribes: Read the information and agreement below. The completed form should be 
submitted to the Building Test Coordinator prior to administration of the test.  
 
Test Date(s): _____________________  
Subject(s): ___________________________________________________________________                 
System: _______________________________________________________________                         _  
School: __________________________________________________________________                        
Scribe: _____________________________________________________________                                   
Student Name: ___________________________________________________________                          
________________________________________________________________________                         
 
The Scribe must be a certified employee. If a Scribe is provided for an emergency situation, the support 
should only be used when no other options are available. The Scribe may be provided for students with 
disabilities that significantly impact the area of written expression or students that have a physical disability 
that impedes their ability to write. The use of a Scribe must be provided in an individual setting. This 
administration must include the Scribe along with a Test Administrator (no Proctor required). The Scribe 
should be impartial and must write exactly what the student dictates. The Scribe should not affect the 
outcome of the test in any way. The Scribe must not add or take away from the dictation of the student. 
The Scribe cannot answer or explain anything to the student during testing and must be careful not to give 
hints of any type. The Scribe must not alert the student to mistakes (i.e. in spelling, grammar, or 
punctuation, etc.). The student must be allowed to review and edit what the Scribe has written. If the Scribe 
has difficulty understanding what the student dictates, the Scribe may say “Please say the last sentence 
again.” This is the only verbal communication allowed between the student and the Scribe. If the dictation 
contains a homophone, the Scribe will ask the student to spell the word. Refer to Responsibilities of a 
Scribe in the Alabama Student Assessment Handbook.  
 
If the Alabama State Department of Education determines that the Scribe did not adhere to the Scribe 
responsibilities as indicated above or that the Scribe did not meet the qualifications for test personnel, the 
student’s scores will be invalidated.  
 
“I certify that I have read, understand, and agree to administer the test in compliance with the Student 
Assessment Program and assure that I will write exactly as the student dictates and will not provide any 
explanations or additional information to the student through scribing.”  
 
 
 
 
 Scribe’s Signature                                                                                                                                                                                             Date  
 
Note: Building Test Coordinator must keep this form on file with state assessment training materials. 
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Appendix T: Alabama Student Assessment Program Reader Agreement 
 
The Alabama Student Assessment Program Reader Agreement is signed by the Reader to indicate that all 
guidelines and regulations of the Alabama Student Assessment Program will be followed, including the Alabama 
Student Assessment Program Reader policies.  Readers must be trained on test security polices and sign all required 
test security forms.  
 
 NOTE: Readers must be certified. 
 
Link: Alabama Student Assessment Program Reader Agreement  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Reader_Agreement%201.09.2018.pdf
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Alabama State Department of Education                                                                                            Revised January 2018  
Student Assessment  
  

Alabama Student Assessment Program Reader Agreement 
 

Purpose of This Form: This form is signed by a reader to indicate his or her consent to abide by the Alabama 
Student Assessment Program reader policies. A separate form must be completed by the Test Administrator for 
each student with a human reader. Students using this accommodation must test individually.  
 
Instructions to Readers: Read the information and agreement below. The completed form should be submitted 
to the Building Test Coordinator prior to administration of test.  
 
Note: ACT WorkKeys requires the ACT WorkKeys State and District Special Testing Reader’s Agreement 
be completed and submitted to ACT. The form can be found in the Administration Manual for State and 
District Testing.  
 
Test Date(s): _____________________  
                      _____________________  
System: ___________________________________________________________________                       
School: __________________________________________________________________                          
Reader: ________________________________________________________________                         _  
Student: _________________________________________________________________                          
Test and Subject(s): ________________________________________________________                         
 
The reader must be a certified employee. Tests must be read verbatim. If a script is provided it must be used. 
The student may ask you to read any portion of a test as often as necessary within the time allowed. Each time 
you read, you must read the test directions, test passages, and test questions exactly as they are presented, 
with no explanation and no additional information provided to the student. All test questions rely on the student 
being able to comprehend and respond to the test materials exactly as written. Any additional information, 
explanation, or translation would affect that which the tests are designed to measure.  
 
If the Alabama State Department of Education determines that any explanation or additional information has 
been provided to a student, that any test materials were not read verbatim, or that the reader did not meet the 
qualifications for test personnel, the student’s scores will be invalidated.  
 
“I certify that I have read, understand, and agree to administer the test in compliance with the Student 
Assessment Program and assure that the test items will be read verbatim with no explanation and no 
additional information provided to the student.”  
 
 
 
 
 

Reader Signature                                                                                                                                                                                      Date  
 
 
 
Note: Building Test Coordinator must keep this form on file with state assessment training materials. 
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Appendix U: Form Requesting Testing Accommodations Needing ALSDE Approval 
 
The Form Requesting Testing Accommodations Needing ALSDE Approval is to be used for those unique 
accommodations that are not listed on the Accessibility and Accommodations Checklists.  Prior to submitting this 
form, educators must have documentation that the requested accommodation is part of the IEP/504 Plan/I-ELP, is 
used on a regular basis in the classroom on class assessments, and has proven to be successful for the student. 
 
Link: Form Requesting Testing Accommodations Needing ALSDE Approval  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.alsde.edu/sec/sa/Special%20Populations/Requesting_ALSDE_Approval_Form%2012.2017.pdf
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Alabama State Department of Education  
Student Assessment                                                                                                                                                                                                            Revised January 2018  
 

Form Requesting Testing Accommodations Needing ALSDE Approval 
 
Student Information: (Please print clearly.)  
 
Student Name: _______________________________ Date of Birth: _______________________  
 
State Student Identification Number: _____________ Grade: _____________________________  
 
School: ____________________________________ School System: ______________________  
 
State assessment: ____________________________  
 
Check all that apply:  
_____ Individualized Education Program (IEP) _____ 504 Plan _____Individual English Language Plan (I-ELP)  
 
Exceptionality(s): ________________________  
 
Reason for Request: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________    
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
Accommodation Requested: 
__________________________________________________________________________                                  
 
Length of Prior Practice in Instructional Program and on Classroom Tests: ____________________________     
Justification: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________    
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________    
 
IEP Team/504 Committee/EL Committee Representative: ____________________ Date: _______  
 
System Special Education/504/ESL Coordinator: ____________________________ Date: _______  
 
System Test Coordinator: _____________________________________ Date: _______  
 
Additional information required for consideration:  
1. Prior practice documented in the IEP/504 Plan/I-ELP  
2. Proof of prior practice in the classroom on a regular basis  
3. Proof of success of requested accommodation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please fax this form and all documentation to Student Assessment at 334-242-7341. For additional information regarding 
the Alabama Student Assessment Program please contact the Student Assessment Section at 334-242-8038. 
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	The I-ELP should clearly reflect (1) the need for the support and (2) documentation that the support is being provided regularly on classroom tests.   See the ALSDE website for the current accessibility and accommodation supports checklists.
	Participation of English Learners in State Assessments
	An English Learner is a student whose native language is not English and who is eligible for services based on the results of the WIDA Screener Online (Grades 1-12), W-APT, or MODEL (Kindergarten and first semester of first grade). NOTE: The W-APT and...
	Proficiency levels for W-APT:
	 W-APT:  First semester of Kindergarten is 25 for Listening and Speaking only.  Less than 25 and the     student is identified as EL.
	 W-APT:  Second semester of Kindergarten is 28 for Listening and Speaking, 12 for Reading, and 14 for Writing. Less than any of these scores and the student is identified as EL.
	 W-APT: Grade 1 first semester in all four domains, Listening and Speaking is 29, Reading is 14, and Writing is 17. Less than any of these scores and the student is identified as EL.
	Proficiency levels for MODEL:
	 MODEL: First semester of Kindergarten is 4.0 for Listening and Speaking only. Less than 4.0 and the student is identified as EL.
	 MODEL: Second semester of Kindergarten is 4.0 for all four domains.  Less than 4.0 and the student is identified as EL.
	 MODEL: Grade 1 first semester is 4.0 for all four domains.  Less than 4.0 and the student is identified as EL.
	Proficiency levels for WIDA Screener Online:
	 WIDA Screener Online: Grade 1 second semester for all four domains is 5.0.  Less than 5.0 and the student is identified as EL.
	 WIDA Screener Online: Grades 2-12, first and second semester for all four domains is 5.0.  Less than 5.0 and the student is identified as EL.
	ACCESS for ELLs 2.0
	All public school students identified as EL must participate in the Student Assessment Program. EL students must also participate in the state’s English language proficiency assessment, ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 or Alternate ACCESS for ELLs. Students who at...
	Alternate ACCESS for ELLs
	Alternate ACCESS for ELLs is the state’s alternate English language proficiency assessment for EL students in Grades 1-12. This assessment is designed specifically for those EL students with the most significant cognitive disabilities who are unable t...
	Guidelines for Assessing English Learner Students in Their First 12 Months of Enrollment in U.S. Schools
	Assessing and Reporting Provisions for Recently-Arrived English Learners
	For recently arrived English Learners (ELs) who have been enrolled in a U.S. school for less than 12 months (Puerto Rico does not count as a U.S. school), ESSA allows the following flexibility:
	A. Exempt a recently-arrived EL from one administration of the Reading/Language Arts assessment (these students must take the Math and, if applicable, the Science assessments).
	B. Exclude their results on the mathematics and science assessments for the purpose of accountability (achievement).  Participation in ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 or Alternate ACCESS for ELLs will count towards participation.
	C. Include their achievement results for all content tests in years two and beyond.
	ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 / Alternate ACCESS for ELLs will satisfy the Federal Government requirement of assessing EL students in Reading/Language Arts. Participation in Reading/Language Arts, though not required, is also not prohibited.  The EL Committee m...
	All EL students in Grades K-12, must participate in ACCESS for ELLs 2.0, regardless of the number of years of enrollment in a U.S. school.  Participation will continue until a composite score of 4.8 is attained.  At this point, the student will no lon...
	If a school chooses to administer an optional assessment, participation of EL students is required.
	EL students who are eligible to participate in Alternate ACCESS for ELLs will not have the opportunity to attain the required exit score of 4.8 on this assessment.  These students will continue to take Alternate ACCESS for ELLs.
	Refer to the Decision Chart for English Learner Students in Their First 12 Months of Enrollment in U.S. Schools located in this handbook, for decisions regarding state assessments.
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